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 1 THE COURT:  Good morning.  My understanding is

 2 that you have a video to show and then after that  we

 3 will -- I will hear your arguments on the role in  the

 4 offense objection and I'll rule on that.

 5 The two other issues, that is whether there

 6 should be a downward departure because the crimin al

 7 history category VI overstates the criminal histo ry and

 8 likelihood to recidivate and whether there should  be a

 9 downward departure because of the length and hars hness of

10 the conditions of confinement, I think you can ju st, as

11 far as I'm concerned, address those in your state ment on

12 sentencing.  Is that agreeable to everyone?  Then  I'll

13 effectively rule on them when I impose sentence.

14 MR. RISLEY:  Your Honor, theoretically that

15 sounds good, but we actually had decided we would  -- that

16 Ms. Baltes will be giving the closing statements and I was

17 going to address that particular argument, so we would

18 have to rearrange some things.  If it's permissib le to do

19 it in the main body, we would prefer doing that.  But if

20 the Court really wants to do that, we'll adjust.

21 THE COURT:  I don't care if you each do part of

22 the presentation.  I just would prefer to do it t his way.

23 Do you have any objection to that?

24 MR. LUSTBERG:  No objection to that.  The only

25 thing, the only minor modification I would reques t is that
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 1 the video actually fits in more with our final

 2 presentation.  If we could do it as part of that,  it's

 3 not --

 4 THE COURT:  That's fine.  Fair enough.  All

 5 right.  Then let's begin by discussing the object ion, your

 6 second objection, which is to page 16, paragraph 58,

 7 concerning role in the offense.

 8 MR. LUSTBERG:  Thank you, Judge.  Obviously the

 9 issue of role in the offense is one that this Cou rt

10 confronts, I would assume, fairly regularly.  It' s a

11 sentencing guidelines issue that arises in many c ases in

12 which there are multiple participants for which t here are,

13 for example, conspiracies.  This of course is jus t such a

14 case.  

15 And the Court is well aware of the guideline,

16 Section 3B1.2, which allows the Court to adjust t he

17 offense level down by two, three or four points, two for

18 minor participant, four for minimal participant a nd three

19 for something in between.  We recognize that with  respect

20 to this issue that we bear the burden of persuasi on.

21 Of course the Court is also aware of the case

22 law that holds that this is a determination that' s based

23 on the totality of the circumstances and in parti cular on

24 the defendant's position within the conspiracy, h is

25 knowledge or understanding of the scope and struc ture of
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 1 the enterprise and the activities of others and h is

 2 relationship with the principal members of the co nspiracy.

 3 Here there really are three different ways to

 4 look at it.  We propose two and the Government pr oposes a

 5 third.  And I think based upon Mr. Risley's submi ssion,

 6 the Government's submission, again we sort of are  at a

 7 point where this is largely a matter of legal

 8 interpretation.

 9 There are, we submit, two different ways of

10 looking at this, either of which would result in an

11 appropriate consideration of Mr. al-Marri as a mi nor or

12 minimal participant.  First:  If we look at al-Qa eda as a

13 whole.  And second:  If we look simply at the con spiracy

14 that's set forth in detail in the factual basis t hat's

15 appended to the plea agreement here.  Under eithe r of

16 these, we respectfully submit, Mr. al-Marri is

17 appropriately characterized as one with a mitigat ing role.

18 The Government's position, which I will address

19 in a little more detail in a minute or two, is th at

20 actually you just look to his own participation a nd since

21 essentially that because he agreed then he could not

22 possibly have had a mitigating role because the i ssue is

23 his agreement.  For reasons I'll discuss in a mom ent, I

24 think respectfully that analysis is incorrect and

25 inconsistent with, in particular, the law of the Seventh
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 1 Circuit.

 2 The question before the Court is whether

 3 Mr. al-Marri is substantially less culpable than other

 4 participants in either of the two conspiracies.  With

 5 respect to al-Qaeda, that could not be clearer.  To say

 6 he's anywhere in the hierarchy would be an extrao rdinary

 7 overstatement.

 8 We know a lot about the structure of al-Qaeda

 9 and these arguments are set forth in detail in ou r brief,

10 but let's be clear.  Mr. al-Marri in the overall structure

11 of al-Qaeda was a sleeper agent who was entrusted  with

12 almost no information, who was not given any part icular

13 mission, who was consistently accepting direction s from

14 others and he did not even know, as the evidence shows --

15 actually there's a lack of evidence that he knew anything

16 about 9-11 before it took place even though he wa s already

17 in touch with the relevant people then.  It makes  really

18 clear what his overall role was in al-Qaeda, but let's be

19 more specific in terms of what his role was in th e

20 conspiracy that is this case.

21 The people that he dealt with were Khalid Sheikh

22 Mohammed who was the chief of external operations  for

23 al-Qaeda and the architect of 9-11 and Mustafa al -Hawsawi

24 who was the financier of those attacks.  To say t hat --

25 and those are the people whose names are actually  in the
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 1 factual basis in this case.  Those are people who  are

 2 actually part of, according to the Government and

 3 according to what Mr. al-Marri has admitted, who were part

 4 of the same conspiracy that is at issue here.

 5 When the Court thinks about this and looks at

 6 the question of role, necessarily it's a comparat ive

 7 analysis and the relevant comparison is between

 8 Mr. al-Marri on the one hand and those individual s on the

 9 other.  Of course it's patently obvious Mr. al-Ma rri

10 played a role nothing like either of those two pe ople.  He

11 attended training camps.  He offered his services .

12 THE COURT:  I want to stop you there for a

13 moment.  I'm looking at the appendix to the pre-s entence

14 report.  It's page 30 of my copy where it sets ou t your

15 position concerning this objection and it says:  "The

16 defendant traveled to Pakistan to gain military t raining

17 to defend his country, a pilgrimage that was moti vated by

18 beliefs about religious duties", etcetera, "not t he desire

19 to join any terrorist operation."  That's not in the

20 record to my knowledge.

21 MR. LUSTBERG:  No, nor is it relevant to this

22 position and that's not -- we're not backing away  -- I

23 think for purposes of this analysis, Your Honor, the Court

24 should completely credit every single aspect of t he plea

25 agreement as it's written and as Mr. al-Marri adm itted to
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 1 it in the course of his colloquy with the Court.  To the

 2 extent there is anything additional -- in other w ords, let

 3 me put it to you this way.  Just based upon those  things,

 4 Mr. al-Marri's role is simply substantially less than that

 5 of KSM and al-Hawsawi.  Those are the other two

 6 co-conspirators.  And in any conspiracy when the Court

 7 evaluates relative roles, that's what it looks to .

 8 THE COURT:  Let me ask you a question.  In the

 9 Government's submission they cite to a Seventh Ci rcuit

10 case, U.S. vs. McKee, and that was a case -- let me get to

11 that.  The description at the beginning of that c ase:

12 "McKee was part of a conspiracy to smuggle ecstas y from

13 the Netherlands to Chicago.  His co-conspirators,

14 MacIntosh and MacNac, lived in the Netherlands an d

15 arranged for couriers to deliver ecstasy to Chica go.  His

16 role was to provide housing, transportation", etc etera,

17 "while they were in Chicago."

18 In that case the Court says:  "As McKee sees

19 things, he was entitled to the reduction because" , quote,

20 "all of the other participants were higher up the  food

21 chain than he was."  End quote.

22 But then it says:  "However, where each person

23 was an essential component in the conspiracy, the  fact

24 that other members of the conspiracy were more in volved

25 does not entitle a defendant to a reduction in th e offense
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 1 level."  The Court found McKee was an average par ticipant

 2 because of his role in making the arrangements.  Could you

 3 comment on that case in relation to this issue?

 4 MR. LUSTBERG:  Certainly, Your Honor.  The

 5 question is one of context and there's also some question,

 6 I think, as to whether cases like McKee survive t he

 7 decision of the Seventh Circuit earlier this year  in

 8 United States vs. Hill which both parties cite to  the

 9 Court.

10 In Hill, the defendant pleaded guilty to -- or I

11 can't remember whether it was a trial or guilty p lea, but,

12 in any event, was convicted of being a felon in p ossession

13 of a firearm, a very discrete offense.  Certainly  one

14 could argue that he was essential to that offense , but the

15 facts of the case were that it was part of a much  broader

16 gun running or gun smuggling type of operation.  That's

17 the case here.  And the Court found, the Court ru led, that

18 a role adjustment was appropriate.

19 The Court will have to of course determine --

20 and I'll address in a moment the question of whet her --

21 the question that's raised by McKee as to whether

22 Mr. al-Marri was essential.  But the question is essential

23 to what.  Was he essential to the operations of a l-Qaeda?

24 Clearly not.  Was he essential to the conspiracy that's at

25 issue here?  It's hard to argue that he was when he was
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 1 not entrusted with any mission, when he was not d irected

 2 to do anything, but, more to the point, when he w as the

 3 person who was the object of those directions.  H e was not

 4 giving orders.  He was receiving them.  He was no t coming

 5 up with the mission.  He was going to do whatever  he was

 6 going to do when he was ordered to do that.

 7 And along those lines, it's relevant to consider

 8 what actually occurred, which is to say that he w as not

 9 able to engage in the communications that he was told to

10 do.  In fact, the entire thing basically went awr y.  He

11 was, as it turns out, relatively unskilled in the  computer

12 work that he was entrusted to do as we see from t he way he

13 used the anonymizer program.  

14 And the issue of whether one is essential

15 necessarily turns under all these cases on the qu estion of

16 what the scope of his knowledge was.  That's real ly what

17 McKee, if you look at it, and a whole line of cas es turn

18 on, which is you can't be essential unless you kn ow that

19 what you're doing is -- where it fits into the ov erall

20 scheme of things.

21 THE COURT:  One of the fascinating things about

22 this case that for whatever reason neither side f ocuses

23 on, I'm looking at -- excuse me just a moment.

24 Paragraph 36 of the pre-sentence report makes ref erence to

25 the fact that he made a trip here actually the ye ar before
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 1 in 2000 and it doesn't provide -- what I see in h ere

 2 doesn't provide much information.  I don't know h ow long

 3 he was in the country.  I don't know whether he c ame with

 4 his family or not.  I'm guessing that maybe he di dn't.

 5 But it indicates that once he arrived here he est ablished

 6 a fictitious business, AAA Carpet, using a false name and

 7 a stolen security card and obtained a number of c redit

 8 cards.  I think that was over in Macomb if I'm no t

 9 mistaken.  I'm just curious about how that fits i nto all

10 this.

11 MR. LUSTBERG:  I think what we've been told is

12 that the Government does not take the position th at it

13 fits in with it at all.  There's no evidence that  that

14 episode in 2000 had anything whatsoever to do wit h what

15 happened in 2001 to which Mr. al-Marri --

16 THE COURT:  So he just came over here in 2000

17 for the purpose of setting up a phony carpet clea ning

18 business?

19 MR. LUSTBERG:  As the Court may recall, that was

20 the subject of the charges that this Court dealt with --

21 THE COURT:  I understand that, but I'm just

22 saying the fact that those charges were dismissed  with

23 prejudice doesn't mean that it has to be totally ignored.

24 MR. LUSTBERG:  No, and it shouldn't be ignored

25 by the Court to the extent that it bears at all u pon the
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 1 facts of this case, but neither side, particularl y the

 2 Government who bears the burden with respect to t hat, has

 3 adduced any evidence that it has anything whatsoe ver to do

 4 with this case.

 5 Our theory all along has been that because he

 6 had come to the United States in 2000 he was a go od

 7 candidate, and I think this was some of what was in the

 8 factual basis, that essentially al-Qaeda saw him as a

 9 person who could come into the United States, had  done so

10 recently, so they would exploit that.

11 THE COURT:  One of the things I found

12 interesting about that, I believe it's set out in  here,

13 was that when he came here in 2000 he came here o n a Saudi

14 Arabian passport and that he gave false informati on on the

15 visa application.

16 MR. LUSTBERG:  There's no question and those are

17 matters that the Court can consider, but they are  not

18 relevant to the conspiracy here.  They may be rel evant to

19 the Court's ultimate sentencing in this matter, b ut they

20 are not relevant to the question of role in the o ffense.

21 THE COURT:  Go ahead.

22 MR. LUSTBERG:  Let me explain.  Our view all

23 along, and I think this is confirmed by the factu al basis

24 in this case, is that al-Qaeda saw Mr. al-Marri, having

25 done that, as a good candidate to be the sleeper agent
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 1 that they recruited him to be, but there's no evi dence

 2 that he did those things at that time in order to  qualify

 3 for that.  There's been no proof of that.  In our

 4 discussion with the Government, I think they conc ede there

 5 is no proof of that.  The inference that we have always

 6 drawn from it is that that made him someone that al-Qaeda

 7 could take advantage of for that purpose.

 8 But it's important to note that even after that,

 9 he's provided with no information.  He's complete ly

10 directed by others.  He doesn't even do that whic h he's

11 supposed to be doing.  And for those reasons when  one does

12 a straightforward analysis under Section 3B1.2, t here's

13 just no question but that his role is less than t he

14 average participant.  The average participant in this

15 offense is at a much higher level than him.  That 's what

16 distinguishes this case from cases like McKee or any case.

17 THE COURT:  You would say in order to have a

18 conspiracy you have to have an agreement between two or

19 more persons and in this case the persons that th e

20 Government is asserting that he conspired with we re Khalid

21 Sheikh Mohammed and al-Hawsawi?

22 MR. LUSTBERG:  Correct.  Those are the people

23 according to the guilty plea that Mr. al-Marri ha s entered

24 into, according to the facts that have been adduc ed by the

25 Government, and I don't believe there are any oth er facts.
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 1 And that really fundamentally is where we part

 2 company with the Government because the Governmen t says

 3 there's this agreement between Mr. al-Marri and t hese

 4 other people and of course he's essential to that

 5 agreement.  That certainly is true.  But if that were to

 6 disqualify somebody for a role in the offense adj ustment,

 7 then there would never, ever be, ever, a role in the

 8 offense adjustment in a conspiracy because in ord er to be

 9 convicted of a conspiracy you have to have entere d into an

10 agreement and conspiracies, far from being the ty pe of

11 situation where role in the offense adjustments d on't

12 occur, are exactly where they do.  What Courts do  under

13 those circumstances is take a look at the entire scope,

14 the entire context, which respectfully, we submit  here,

15 really is all of al-Qaeda and saying where did

16 Mr. al-Marri fit into this.

17 This case, Your Honor, has always been about

18 al-Qaeda and about Mr. al-Marri's association wit h

19 al-Qaeda.  It is al-Qaeda that he's alleged and a dmitted

20 to providing material support to, to conspire to provide

21 material support to.  And under Hill, the Court s hould

22 look at that entire context the same as the Seven th

23 Circuit did in that case and slot Mr. al-Marri in to where

24 he belongs in that organization.  

25 And I don't think that there's -- I don't think
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 1 there's a reasonable position that could be taken  that in

 2 the structure of al-Qaeda that Mr. al-Marri is an ything

 3 other than the most minimal participant, somebody  who did

 4 not even know what al-Qaeda -- the most horrible thing

 5 that al-Qaeda was going to do and did do until af ter it

 6 had occurred, somebody who was completely -- was one of

 7 literally thousands of people who went to these c amps and

 8 who was recruited into that mission, somebody who  came to

 9 the United States without specific directions and  was only

10 told to communicate with people so he could recei ve them

11 and be told what to do.  The notion that he's ess ential in

12 a situation in which nothing happened is counteri ntuitive.

13 But beyond that, it's simply wrong as a matter

14 of law to remove him from that context in making this role

15 in the offense determination.  That's really what  Hill

16 says.  Hill bases it on amendments to the sentenc ing

17 guidelines that make that perfectly clear.  And t he

18 Government's position that this is just his offen se and

19 that he, therefore, is an average participant in this

20 offense is contrary to the law the way the Sevent h Circuit

21 has pronounced it.  

22 So it's for that reason and based upon a fair

23 view of all of the facts of this case that Mr. al -Marri is

24 appropriately viewed as having a mitigating role and,

25 respectfully, when you look at him within the con text of
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 1 al-Qaeda as a whole, a truly minimal role.  There 's no

 2 real other way to view these facts.  I will be ha ppy to

 3 respond to whatever arguments Mr. Risley makes.

 4 THE COURT:  Thank you.  I may have some other

 5 questions.  What's the Government's response?

 6 MS. BALTES:  Your Honor, if the Government had

 7 charged Mr. al-Marri in an over-arching al-Qaeda

 8 conspiracy and charged his coming into the United  States

 9 and all of the conduct associated with that as on e of the

10 overt acts in the conspiracy, it's possible that he would

11 be eligible for a minor role in this case, but th at's not

12 what the Government charged here.  The Government  did not

13 charge him as part of an over-arching conspiracy,  charging

14 everything that al-Qaeda has done in the United S tates or

15 abroad.

16 The defendant committed all of the conduct in

17 this case.  He did take direction from KSM, but h e was the

18 one who prepared himself to be an ideal candidate  for

19 al-Qaeda to send to the United States.  He attend ed

20 multiple training camps, received multiple traini ng in

21 military type training, poisons research, how to conceal

22 his communication.  These are all actions that th e

23 defendant himself undertook.

24 In addition, the 2000 trip, the Government's

25 theory on the case is that it probably was a test  run.  It
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 1 was an example that he could take to al-Qaeda lea dership

 2 to show he had the ability to come into the Unite d States.

 3 THE COURT:  But you have not -- I mean, that may

 4 be a reasonable inference, but as I understand it  you

 5 clearly have not presented any evidence into the record,

 6 direct evidence into the record.

 7 MS. BALTES:  And that's absolutely correct.

 8 This is a plea situation.  The defendant pled gui lty to

 9 the relevant facts supporting the material suppor t charge.

10 Mr. Lustberg provided his theory to the Court.  T he

11 Government's theory is somewhat consistent with t hat.

12 Yes, that's probably what the 2000 trip was for, but

13 that's just one part of what the defendant himsel f did to

14 prepare himself for the mission for al-Qaeda.  He  learned

15 about communications code.  He did.  He went and met with

16 KSM.  He kept in contact with KSM and he took dir ection

17 from KSM.  But absent his specific conduct in thi s case

18 and action that he took, there would never have b een a

19 conspiracy to charge the defendant with.  He was --

20 THE COURT:  But that logic concerns me a little

21 bit because let's take, for example, the situatio n that I

22 get in this court quite commonly, the large drug

23 conspiracy.  We've got people at the top, middle,  then

24 you've got the person down at the bottom who has the task

25 of driving the semi full of cocaine from point A to
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 1 point B.  That person doesn't know about the ulti mate

 2 plans of the conspiracy, is not an equity -- does n't have

 3 an equity interest in it, and yet you could make the same

 4 argument that that person was essential to the co nspiracy

 5 because unless they can move the cocaine from poi nt A to

 6 point B they don't have an operation.  Isn't that  correct?

 7 MS. BALTES:  That's absolutely correct.

 8 THE COURT:  That person typically gets a

 9 reduction for role in the offense.

10 MS. BALTES:  Absolutely, and the Government

11 doesn't disagree with that proposition at all, bu t what

12 the defendant has been charged with is coming to the

13 United States and being a sleeper agent to wait f or

14 further instructions from al-Qaeda to assist al-Q aeda in

15 some operation in the United States.  That's what  he was

16 charged with.  Yes, there are other people that d irected

17 him, but in any conspiracy involving al-Qaeda tha t's

18 always going to be the case.  There is the leader ship of

19 al-Qaeda that includes Bin Laden who issues his f atwas and

20 then there are the people like KSM who were the

21 operational planners who directed.

22 All the operations are very compartmentalized

23 and not everyone in al-Qaeda knows about other op erations,

24 which is consistent with the Government's theory and the

25 fact that there is no evidence to suggest that th e
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 1 defendant knew about the 9-11 attacks.  Various 9 -11

 2 highjackers didn't even know what their role was going to

 3 be until the morning of the attacks, but still th ey were

 4 an essential part of the conspiracy and probably would not

 5 have been given a minor role had they been captur ed before

 6 they committed those acts on September 11.

 7 But the defendant committed significant acts as

 8 part of this conspiracy and if KSM was charged in  this

 9 conspiracy clearly he would be eligible for a lea dership

10 role.  But the defendant shouldn't get the benefi t of

11 getting a downward role for his role in the offen se when

12 he's the one that committed all of the acts for t he

13 conduct that he was charged with.  Certainly, aga in, if

14 this was an over-arching conspiracy, it would be more

15 appropriate because Mr. al-Marri's conduct would be

16 relative to other people's conduct within al-Qaed a.

17 THE COURT:  The indictment itself charges him

18 with providing material support to al-Qaeda.

19 MS. BALTES:  That's absolutely correct.  And if

20 the Sentencing Commission thought that every time  someone

21 only provided material support that they would

22 automatically be -- a role adjustment would be

23 appropriate, certainly that might be in the sente ncing

24 guidelines, but it's not.  The material support c harge

25 covers a wide range of conduct.
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 1 THE COURT:  Well, they like to leave a few

 2 things for us bunch of trial lawyers to figure ou t.

 3 MS. BALTES:  Agreed.  Agreed.  But the material

 4 support was essential to al-Qaeda's further missi ons in

 5 the United States and the defendant's actions cer tainly

 6 support that he was a vigorous participant and th e only

 7 participant in this particular conspiracy even th ough he

 8 took his direction from al-Qaeda or from KSM whic h is not

 9 unlike any other al-Qaeda operation.

10 THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.

11 MR. LUSTBERG:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Briefly,

12 I would again commend to the Court's attention th e Hill

13 case and on page 578 of the Seventh Circuit's opi nion in

14 that case the Court addresses exactly this situat ion.

15 Ms. Baltes started her remarks by saying what we

16 charged here was not an over-arching conspiracy, but a

17 limited one.  And what Hill makes absolutely clea r is the

18 fact that that was charged or even the fact that that was

19 the basis of the conviction is fundamentally

20 non-dispositive of the role in the offense issue.   In

21 particular, what the Court says is it was precise ly the

22 District Court's rationale that the Court reverse d there

23 because Hill was charged with, convicted of and s entenced

24 for only his own possession of the firearms and n ot the

25 burglary or sale of those firearms, that's the bi gger
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 1 scheme, that the Court could not credit him for h is lesser

 2 role in the broader scheme to obtain and distribu te the

 3 firearms.  And this is precisely the view that th e

 4 Sentencing Commission has rejected.  That is, the re was a

 5 split in the circuits on this very question.  Whe re

 6 somebody was essential to their little conspiracy  or their

 7 smaller crime, the question was can you consider the

 8 over-arching, uncharged, unconvicted conduct in

 9 determining role in the offense and the Seventh C ircuit

10 has said in no uncertain terms you can and you mu st.

11 So what this Court has to do is to determine was

12 Mr. al-Marri an essential participant in al-Qaeda .  The

13 fact that he -- the fact that he committed many a cts, the

14 acts that Ms. Baltes talks about, really distingu ishes,

15 and when you look at those acts, distinguishes hi m from

16 the usual case where somebody is deemed to be ess ential.

17 I was a public defender for a while and we did a

18 lot of bank robbery cases and the issue would ari se, for

19 example, with respect to the lookout who, by the way,

20 sometimes would get a downward role adjustment, b ut that

21 person was arguably essential.

22 The question here is what did Mr. Al-Marri do

23 that was essential.  It would be one thing if we were

24 talking about 9-11 highjackers and you could say this is

25 the thing that they did or this is the thing that  they
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 1 were going to do.  But there is no evidence of th e thing

 2 that Mr. al-Marri did or the thing that Mr. al-Ma rri was

 3 going to do.  That's what makes this case unique.   You

 4 can't really assess his role as being anything mo re than

 5 minor or minimal because there has never been a p articular

 6 theory or evidence as to what it was he was going  to do

 7 and there certainly is no evidence as to anything  that he

 8 did do.

 9 Now the Government says, well, you know, that's

10 because he got caught.  And that may be.  But now  we're

11 talking about a role adjustment.  And so with res pect to

12 that role adjustment, one has to look at what he actually

13 was going to do and what he actually did.  And vi ewed in

14 the larger context that this Court is required to  look at

15 under Hill and under the sentencing guidelines, t here

16 really is no other conclusion other than it warra nts a

17 mitigating role.

18 Ms. Baltes' final remark was that this was his

19 conspiracy.  He was the only participant in it.  Obviously

20 as a matter of law that doesn't stand up.  In ord er to

21 conspire, you have to conspire with someone else.   And

22 under the terms of this plea agreement, under the  factual

23 basis that the parties worked out and that Mr. al -Marri

24 set forth at the time of his guilty plea, he cons pired

25 with these two other people and the Court has to evaluate
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 1 his role vis-a-vis those two other people.

 2 For sure, the fact that they might deserve

 3 upward role adjustments may mean that he doesn't get one,

 4 but you have to look at the whole context here un der the

 5 law of this circuit.  And I think once the Court does

 6 that -- it's not that the Sentencing Commission s hould

 7 have done anything special on this issue with res pect to

 8 material support.  I can see a material support c ase where

 9 a person could get an aggravated role adjustment,  one

10 where someone could get no role adjustment.  In a  case

11 like this, when you look at the facts of the case  as they

12 are agreed upon by the parties and set forth in t he plea

13 agreement, a downward role adjustment is appropri ate and

14 fair and an accurate way of evaluating the acts t hat he

15 actually did and the agreement he actually entere d into in

16 the broader context.

17 THE COURT:  What is the language on page 578

18 that you were referring to?

19 MR. LUSTBERG:  Okay.  So on 578 there's citation

20 to a case called Perez and that language is right  below

21 that or near that which says that --

22 THE COURT:  Hold on a minute.  I don't see that.

23 MR. LUSTBERG:  Well, I'm working off of a

24 Lexis --

25 THE COURT:  There's language I see that says:
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 1 "Determination of a defendant's role in the offen se is to

 2 be made on the basis of all conduct within the sc ope of

 3 1B1.3 and not solely on the basis of elements and  acts

 4 cited in the count of conviction."  Is that the k ind of

 5 wording you're talking about?

 6 MR. LUSTBERG:  The paragraph I'm reading from,

 7 Your Honor -- and I apologize.  We're working off  of

 8 different versions of this case in the sense you' re

 9 looking at it in the book and I'm looking at it i n a Lexis

10 print-out.  The paragraph begins with the phrase -- I

11 believe that paragraph starts on 577 and goes ove r onto

12 578.  It starts:  "In view of the amended comment ary."  So

13 it's that paragraph and it's further down that pa ragraph

14 that the language I read to the Court -- that's w here the

15 language appears that I read to the Court.

16 THE COURT:  All right.  I have that.  Thank you.

17 Let me take a moment and read this again.  Well, the

18 resolution of this I think is a pretty close ques tion, but

19 I'm going to grant the objection.

20 Looking first at the wording of the indictment

21 itself, as I said a few minutes ago, the charge i s that

22 the defendant knowingly conspired with others uni ndicted

23 to provide material support and resources, namely

24 personnel, to a foreign terrorist organization, n amely

25 al-Qaeda.  Now the personnel that's referenced in  the
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 1 indictment, as I understand it, is the defendant himself.

 2 In terms of characterizing his involvement here,

 3 I agree with the Government in many respects.  I mean,

 4 this was -- it's not, for example, a good compari son to

 5 compare this person with a person driving the coc aine from

 6 point A to point B.  Here we have someone who, if  you

 7 would, trained for the role that he was to play b y going

 8 through the military training in camps, training on not

 9 just the use of weapons and poisons but also the use of

10 codes.  In fact, when he came to this country he had codes

11 that he was supposed to use to carry out his assi gnment.

12 Whether or not he knew exactly what he was going to do

13 after he got here, we don't know.  There's nothin g in the

14 record to suggest that he specifically knew.  And  it would

15 be unlikely, I would think, that he did know beca use to

16 the extent to which he's fairly characterized as a sleeper

17 agent, that is the nature of that type of operati on as I

18 understand it.  Everything is done on a need-to-k now

19 basis.  So, for example, if someone is arrested, then they

20 are not capable of giving up, if you would, what was

21 supposed to happen.

22 But it is clear to me that based not just on the

23 indictment but on the statement of facts that the  people

24 that he's effectively charged with conspiring wit h were

25 the two that we've already referred to.  Those pe ople
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 1 certainly were much higher up the al-Qaeda chain than he

 2 was.  And I'm not minimizing in any way what he c ould have

 3 done while he was here.  I'm simply saying in the  context

 4 of the sentencing guidelines, my understanding of  them and

 5 the application of the case law, that it's approp riate to

 6 say that in relation to them his involvement was

 7 substantially less and so for that reason I'm goi ng to

 8 give him a two-level downward adjustment as a min or

 9 participant.

10 Because of all -- everything that was involved

11 in preparing him to come here and everything that  was

12 expected of him, while we don't know the details,  but he

13 was certainly sent here as an agent, as a represe ntative

14 of al-Qaeda, I think it would be inappropriate to  say that

15 his role was minimal.  But comparatively speaking , it was,

16 I believe, minor for purposes of the guidelines, so that

17 adjustment will be made.

18 And the effect of that -- excuse me just a

19 moment.  That would change paragraph 56 -- I'm so rry.  I

20 apologize.  Paragraph 58, which is the adjustment  for role

21 in the offense, that would change from zero to a minus 2,

22 which would change the total offense level from a  37 to a

23 35.  That would change the guidelines.  The range  would

24 now be 292 to 365, which is still very substantia lly above

25 the limit of 180 months, the 15-year limit of the  statute.
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 1 Now concerning these other matters, as I said, I

 2 would prefer to deal with the other two by simply  having

 3 you address them in your final statement.  If you  want to

 4 bifurcate that in some way, that's fine.  And the n because

 5 I'm doing it that way, the Government gives its s tatement,

 6 defense gives its, if you want to go back and for th after

 7 that, I'll certainly allow some of that.  What I would

 8 like to start with then is the Government's state ment

 9 regarding sentence.

10 MR. RISLEY:  Your Honor, we're going to take you

11 up on your offer about bifurcating.

12 THE COURT:  That's fine.

13 MR. RISLEY:  What I'll do, if it please the

14 Court, is to address the issue of whether the cri minal

15 history category of VI, which is automatic under the

16 sentencing guidelines for an offense in which the

17 defendant qualifies for the terrorism enhancement  and it's

18 been stipulated by the defense that the defendant  does,

19 and of course it's a separate question even thoug h he

20 qualifies for that does it overstate the criminal  history.

21 So what I'm going to do is first of all address t he

22 theoretical point.  What is the criminal history category

23 supposed to -- what is the purpose of it and how does that

24 relate to this case and then turn to the practica l

25 defendant specific issues.
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 1 First of all, the sentencing guidelines

 2 expressly state a purpose and then they implicitl y have a

 3 purpose for the sentencing guidelines.  The expre ssly

 4 stated purpose is that the criminal history categ ory

 5 represents the Sentencing Commission's best judgm ent of

 6 factors that would predict -- predictive factors about the

 7 chances of recidivism.  How likely is it that the

 8 defendant would go back and do the same -- commit  the same

 9 or similar offense or pose a danger to the commun ity?  So

10 that's a predictive element to it.

11 There's another implicit element to this, a

12 vector that intersects in the ultimate criminal h istory

13 category, and that is the degree of risk that wou ld be

14 associated if the defendant does recidivate.  And  that's

15 illustrated in such things as the career offender

16 provisions where a defendant all of a sudden beca use of

17 certain particular types of offenses jumps to the  head of

18 the class so to speak and becomes a criminal hist ory

19 category VI.

20 And so there's two elements.  One is predictive

21 and the other one is consequence, degree, the ext ent of

22 the damage if the defendant did become a recidivi st.  All

23 of that amounts to classic risk assessment factor s.

24 Now turning to the practical as it relates --

25 well, before we leave the theoretical, Section 4A 1.3 of
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 1 the sentencing guidelines talks about the standar d for

 2 downward departure and it begins:  "If reliable

 3 information indicates that the defendant's crimin al

 4 history category substantially overrepresents the

 5 seriousness of the defendant's criminal history o r the

 6 likelihood that he will commit other crimes, a do wnward

 7 departure may be warranted."

 8 That's the standard that we're talking about.

 9 The two operative words there which in the Govern ment's

10 view are virtually dispositive, the first is the word

11 "reliable" information and the second is the word

12 "substantially" overrepresents.  It's not enough just to

13 overrepresent.  It has to substantially overrepre sent it.

14 Otherwise deference is given to the Sentencing

15 Commission's formulation.  And that conclusion ha s to be

16 based on reliable information.

17 So now let's turn to this particular defendant

18 and the information before the Court about him.  Speaking

19 broadly, the gist of the defendant's argument, po sition is

20 that because there are people who have observed t hat he --

21 okay, I don't mean to be flippant about this, but

22 basically that he's a nice guy, that because of t hat he's

23 not likely to be a terrorist or return to any sor t of

24 terrorist activity, including lending material su pport to

25 terrorism.  
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 1 Your Honor, even if -- okay.  They've talked to

 2 the defendant.  There are people in the Brig that  have

 3 talked to the defendant.  There are people in the  prison

 4 system who have talked to the defendant.  And the  evidence

 5 is, and the Government does not controvert it, th at the

 6 defendant has on many occasions showed all sorts of signs

 7 of being an affable guy, sometimes humorous guy.  We don't

 8 contest the assertion that he's a family oriented  man, any

 9 of those sorts of things.  To then reach the conc lusion

10 that based upon that, even if you accept all that  picture

11 as being true, that the defendant does not pose a  risk of

12 recidivism is an irrational jump in logic.

13 To use an extreme example, and it's not

14 completely apt here, but Ted Bundy was by all acc ounts an

15 extremely charming, likable guy, if it wasn't for  that

16 serial killer part of him.  

17 The criminologists, when they try to predict

18 future behavior, don't look to whether the defend ant has

19 personality characteristics like, you know, famil y

20 oriented, although that's a factor, whether they' re a nice

21 guy but for their criminal activity, but it's par ticularly

22 true with terrorism.  There is a growing body of well

23 publicized and well recognized research about the

24 psychological profile of a terrorist and the bott om line

25 of all that and I cite as one example, probably t he most
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 1 notable example, a book by Mark Sageman written i n 2004

 2 called Understanding Terrorist Networks  and works that he

 3 cited in that, Mark Sageman being a forensic psyc hiatrist

 4 with a background in the CIA.  He was a CIA offic er who

 5 worked in Afghanistan while he was a CIA officer.   But it

 6 took an empirical look at a large body of terrori sts and

 7 what is the psychological profile.  Basically the  bottom

 8 line is it debunked all the usual assumptions abo ut the

 9 psychological makeup of a terrorist and ends up w ith the

10 picture that the defendant's attorneys paint of t he

11 defendant is entirely consistent with, not incons istent

12 with, being a terrorist.  Now I'm not saying the reverse

13 is true, that because the defendant has this he's  more

14 likely to be a terrorist.  My point is there is n othing

15 inconsistent about that picture and being a terro rist,

16 much less someone who would lend material support  to

17 terrorism, one step essentially removed.

18 Let's look at what we do know about the

19 defendant on the other side.  Now we heard from t he view

20 of Dr. Sirratt yesterday.  Now, okay, she didn't make the

21 best witness that this Court has ever seen or tha t we've

22 ever seen.  Nevertheless, I think that it's fair to say

23 that when the Court considers what she reported t hat the

24 defendant said to her on certain subjects, it's c redible,

25 believable.  And the important part of her testim ony is
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 1 not the opinion she expressed at the end because,  as I

 2 indicated to the Court, there's no scientific bas is for a

 3 professional opinion as to a defendant's potentia l to be a

 4 danger.

 5 THE COURT:  I've heard testimony of that type

 6 several times in certain contexts of other cases.

 7 MR. RISLEY:  And it's an imperfect science.

 8 THE COURT:  I agree with that.

 9 MR. RISLEY:  And I do not want to overstate

10 that.  It is what it is.  I think the Court under stands

11 what I mean when I say you take those qualifying factors

12 into the weight to be given to it.  That was not -- it may

13 have been the last thing she said in her testimon y on

14 direct examination, but it's not the most importa nt thing.

15 Let's go back to the really critical things and

16 that were the statements that she reported that t he

17 defendant made to her about his attitude towards the

18 infidels, which would be everybody except Muslims , and

19 they need to be -- need to get rid of them.  Now she said

20 that she didn't remember the exact words he used,  but the

21 gist of it was they needed to be killed.  That wa s the

22 context.  That was what he was saying.  He made - - now

23 then you look at the statement that he made about  the

24 Shi'a.  What about if you get rid of anybody else  and you

25 only have Muslims himself left?  What then?  Well , then we
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 1 have to, you know, kill the Shi'a.

 2 Those things, Your Honor, are really powerful

 3 key indicators of a person who has bought into an d still

 4 adheres to the terrorist -- the legitimizing ideo logy of

 5 al-Qaeda and similar terrorist organizations.  I say that

 6 because it is so aberrational even among Muslims holding

 7 extremist views that it stands out.  It just scre ams to

 8 someone who has that understanding, that perspect ive, that

 9 this man has a world view, an ideology that is en tirely

10 consistent with being a terrorist and inconsisten t with

11 any other course in his life.

12 And just to illustrate that -- I mean, the

13 infidel part is obvious, but let's focus in on th e remark

14 about Shi'a, okay?  Now there is a well known, we ll

15 publicized, historical conflict between the Suni and the

16 Shi'a.  The question isn't, however, whether ther e's a

17 religious or cultural conflict between them, but whether

18 as a matter of religious principle is it permissi ble to

19 target the Shi'a to be killed simply because of t heir

20 religion -- not because of their politics or anyt hing

21 else, but simply because of their religion.  And the

22 ideology of al-Qaeda is that the Shi'a are aposta tes.

23 They're not true Muslims.  They are apostates.  T hey then

24 bootstrap from that to a proposition because they  are

25 apostates, they assert the dubious proposition th at the
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 1 punishment for apostasy in Islam is death and, th erefore,

 2 they are legitimately executed as apostates.  Now  that

 3 ignores the fact that this doctrine of death for apostasy

 4 is rooted in historical roots in Islamic law to a  period

 5 of time in which apostasy from Islam is the funct ional

 6 equivalent of treason and punishable as such.

 7 There are other instances, there's at least one

 8 with the Prophet Muhammad, that are entirely inco nsistent

 9 with that view that that's a general principle, t hat it

10 applies in all contexts.  It's been an item of so me

11 controversy because al-Qaeda and similar organiza tions

12 have asserted this idea that the Shi'a are target able as

13 Shi'a, as apostates, and they can be executed bas ically on

14 sight, if anything worse than infidels, and that was very

15 notable in the al-Qaeda insurrection in Iraq wher e the

16 Shi'a were targeted as Shi'a.

17 Now I will contrast that, just to show you how

18 aberrational that thinking is within Islam itself , with

19 the Amman Message.  Now there isn't a lot known a bout the

20 Amman Message in the United States, but there is within

21 Islam.  In the principle of Islamic law, one of t he bases

22 for determining -- making legal rulings is to det ermine

23 whether a proposition is -- whether there's conse nsus, the

24 Islamic term is ijma, on that subject.  And if th ere is,

25 then it's regarded as a principle of law, of just  -- if
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 1 there's unanimity, then it's accepted as law.  An d there's

 2 a principle -- there is a set of principles that the Amman

 3 Declaration set forth about which there is today not only

 4 ijma within a particular school of thought, there fore main

 5 schools of Suni thought, but also all of several other

 6 schools, Shi'a and others, such that within those  schools

 7 there is consensus.  It makes it kind of a super

 8 consensus, super Islamic law today.  And those

 9 propositions are these, that there is the conclus ion --

10 and I have -- what I will do is give the Court, i f I may

11 approach the bench, Government Exhibit 7 which is  a copy

12 of the published Amman Declaration.

13 As you can see, there are different bodies of

14 scholars, hundreds of scholars from all across th e

15 spectrum of Islam, that agree, proposition one, t hey

16 specifically recognize the validity of all eight Mathhabs,

17 which are legal schools, of Suni, Shi'a and other

18 traditional Islamic schools, including Sufism, an d even

19 true -- it says true Salifi thought.  So that is in terms

20 of defining who is a Muslim, Shi'a are defined as  being

21 Muslim.

22 Number two:  Based upon this definition, they

23 forbid takfir, which is declarations of apostasy between

24 Muslims.

25 Those two principles constitute incontrovertibly
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 1 not just the mainstream, but unanimity within the  Muslim

 2 community.  So for al-Qaeda to take the position,  and its

 3 affiliates, that Shi'a are targetable as Shi'a an d can be

 4 killed is an extremist position that is just beyo nd the

 5 pale even within extremism and that is a view tha t was

 6 expressed apparently rather nonchalantly by the d efendant

 7 to Major Sirratt.

 8 Now that is an indication that, nice guy,

 9 affable guy, sense of humor, family man, all thos e sorts

10 of things, that he has a mind set such that futur e acts of

11 violence against the United States and others are  likely,

12 that their view is morally justified.  And if the  burden

13 is to show by reliable evidence that there's a su bstantial

14 reason to believe otherwise, well, the Government  doesn't

15 see that.

16 THE COURT:  Thank you.  Do you have a separate

17 response concerning the belief that there should be a

18 reflection in the sentence for conditions of conf inement?

19 MS. BALTES:  Yes.  Do you want me to discuss it

20 or is the defense --

21 THE COURT:  No.  I would prefer you to finish

22 and then I'll hear everything they have to say.

23 MS. BALTES:  Would you like me to discuss that

24 first and then go into the 3553 factors?

25 THE COURT:  Any way you want to do it is fine.
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 1 MS. BALTES:  Then I'll discuss it as I discuss

 2 the factors then.

 3 THE COURT:  That's fine.

 4 MS. BALTES:  Your Honor, I know the Court is

 5 obviously well aware of the guideline range, but in

 6 discussing the 3553 factors obviously one of the critical

 7 factors is what the applicable guideline range is  and

 8 based on the departures that the Court has alread y ruled

 9 on the guideline range would be 292 to 365 months , which

10 obviously is far in excess of the statutory maxim um in

11 this case of 180 months.  The Government does ass ert that

12 the appropriate guideline range then is 180 month s and it

13 should be nothing less and there should be no add itional

14 departures in this case.

15 The nature and the circumstances of the offense

16 I think probably provide the Court with extremely

17 significant factors in determining whether or not

18 180 months is appropriate.

19 As the Court is well aware and has been

20 discussed in the filings by the defense and the

21 Government, this is a case involving the defendan t's

22 participation with al-Qaeda.  As the stipulated f acts in

23 the plea agreement and the plea colloquy clearly state,

24 the defendant did a lot of preparation for his mi ssion to

25 the United States.  He trained at various times i n
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 1 al-Qaeda training camps where he learned about th e use of

 2 weapons, he learned to communicate through codes so he

 3 would not be detected by law enforcement, he lear ned about

 4 poisons research, all in preparation for his miss ion to

 5 the United States.  He was directed by Khalid She ikh

 6 Mohammed to enter the United States on September 10, 2001.

 7 Khalid Sheikh Mohammed is the principal architect  of the

 8 9-11 attacks and he was the external operations c hief and

 9 the defendant admitted in his plea colloquy that he knew

10 that that was KSM's role within al-Qaeda.  

11 The defendant was well aware of al-Qaeda's

12 violent philosophy against the United States.  He  agreed

13 in the plea agreement that he was aware of the 19 96 fatwa

14 issued by Osama Bin Laden and of the 1988 fatwa i ssued by

15 al-Qaeda.  

16 I think it's helpful to point out -- it's

17 possible that people do not even remember or peop le

18 haven't read what the fatwas say, but it's clear that

19 violence against the United States was the number  one goal

20 of al-Qaeda.  

21 In the 1996 fatwa, Bin Laden specifically stated

22 that:  "Terrorizing you while you are carrying ar ms on our

23 land is a legitimate and morally demanded duty.  It is a

24 legitimate right well known to all humans and cre atures."

25 He further provided:  "Death is truth and ultimat e destiny
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 1 and life will end anyway.  Without shedding blood , no

 2 degradation and branding can be removed from the forehead.

 3 These youths know that.  If one is not to be kill ed, one

 4 will die anyway and the most honorable death is t o be

 5 killed in the way of Allah.  They are even more d etermined

 6 after the martyrdom of the four heroes who bombed  the

 7 Americans in Riyadh.  My Muslim brothers of the w orld,

 8 your brothers in Palestine and in the land of the  two holy

 9 places are calling upon your help in asking you t o take

10 part in fighting against the enemy, your enemy an d their

11 enemy, the Americans and the Israelis."

12 The defendant specifically applied to Bradley

13 University in the summer, in the mid-summer of 20 01, so

14 that he could obtain a student visa and enter the  United

15 States.  There was no true purpose for him coming  here to

16 obtain an education.  He had already obtained a b achelor's

17 degree from the same university in 1991.  He appl ied for a

18 second bachelor's degree specifically for the pur pose so

19 he could obtain a student visa.  It was a late ad mission

20 to Bradley University.  As soon as he was admitte d, he was

21 only interested in obtaining his visa.  And even though he

22 was in such a rush to gain admission to Bradley

23 University, he waited several weeks before coming  to the

24 United States and actually showed up several week s late

25 for class.  This is all evidence that supports th e
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 1 Government's theory this was the only true purpos e for him

 2 coming to the United States.  It was as an agent of

 3 al-Qaeda, not to come to school.

 4 Before he came to the United States, he again

 5 met with Khalid Sheikh Mohammed to receive additi onal

 6 instructions and he met with Mustafa al-Hawsawi i n Dubai

 7 where he received money and a laptop computer.

 8 Once the defendant entered the United States, he

 9 went to Bradley University and he attempted to en roll in

10 6 credits even though he was supposed to enroll i n

11 12 credits as an international student.  The univ ersity

12 let him enroll in 9 credits.

13 Ten days later he traveled outside of Peoria to

14 another university in the area and set up five e- mail

15 accounts under different names and sent an e-mail  --

16 created an e-mail for Khalid Sheikh Mohammed in w hich he

17 told him, "I had to enroll in 9 credits," and pro vided his

18 cell phone number in a previously determined code  so that

19 Khalid Sheikh Mohammed would be able to contact h im.

20 This is despite the fact that on September 21

21 when he did this he was well aware of what al-Qae da had

22 done to the United States on September 11 and tha t 2,973

23 people had been murdered by al-Qaeda.  He never d isavowed

24 al-Qaeda at this point and he continued to commun icate or

25 attempt to communicate with al-Qaeda to await his  further
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 1 mission.

 2 The fact that he was arrested in December of

 3 2001 and has been charged with material support a nd not

 4 with any other plot is something that the Court s hould

 5 also consider.  He did not have an opportunity to

 6 potentially carry out some other terrorist acts i n the

 7 United States, perhaps not because he didn't want  to but

 8 because he was arrested in 2001.

 9 During this time also instead of spending his

10 time going to class, he conducted research on his

11 computer.  Now the defendant admitted this in his

12 stipulated facts and plea colloquy.  He admitted doing

13 research into various cyanides and poisons.  When  the

14 Court directly asked him whether this is the type  of

15 research that he had learned in training camps, t he

16 defendant admitted that this was the type.

17 Whether or not this was going to be part of some

18 additional plot by al-Qaeda, certainly the Govern ment

19 cannot assert at this point, but it is inescapabl e that he

20 came to the United States upon the direction of a l-Qaeda.

21 He clearly understood that al-Qaeda's mission aga inst the

22 United States was violent and he committed -- he continued

23 to attempt to contact al-Qaeda and maintain his s tatus as

24 a sleeper agent and conduct the research that was

25 consistent with his training.  He was employing t he
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 1 training that he had received on numerous attenda nce at

 2 training camps both in getting into the United St ates and

 3 once he was in the United States to avoid detecti on.

 4 Now the history and characteristics of the

 5 defendant are also important to note here.  The d efense, I

 6 know, plans on putting forth a video that shows t hat he is

 7 certainly someone that loves his family and that has a

 8 family that loves him.  There's no dispute that t he

 9 defendant probably does love his family, but I th ink it's

10 also important for the Court to note that as part  of his

11 coming to the United States and part of what made  him an

12 ideal sleeper agent was that he was able to come with his

13 family.  He brought his wife and his children to the

14 United States on his mission for al-Qaeda.  So he  might be

15 a loving family man, but he also brought his fami ly to

16 participate in what he was doing and to provide h im cover

17 so that he would be unlikely to be detected by la w

18 enforcement.

19 The defendant's history and characteristics

20 certainly indicate that he had other opportunitie s.  He

21 came to the United States.  He obtained a bachelo r's

22 degree in 1991.  He was provided all sorts of

23 opportunities both educationally and professional ly.  He

24 was employed as a banker in Qatar.  He certainly had a lot

25 going for him and would not -- I'm sure the Court  has
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 1 sentenced individuals where they are pushed into a

 2 criminal life because of circumstances, maybe

 3 socioeconomic factors, but that's certainly not t he type

 4 of defendant the Court would sentence today.  He is

 5 someone that specifically chose to join al-Qaeda and to

 6 join their philosophy of militant extremist relig ion and

 7 come to the United States to pursue some type of violent

 8 act.

 9 The fourth factor that the Court considers in

10 sentencing is that the sentence imposed reflect t he

11 seriousness of the offense.  There is a wide-rang ing

12 conduct that certainly Courts would see in materi al

13 support cases.  Material support cases could run the gamut

14 of someone that provided less support to a design ated

15 terrorist organization than what the defendant di d here.

16 The defendant pled guilty to providing material s upport to

17 al-Qaeda and I think it's important to put in con text the

18 timing of this.  This was in 2001, obviously when  the

19 nation experienced the terrorist attacks of Septe mber 11.

20 Again, the Government is certainly not asserting

21 that there's any evidence that the defendant was aware of

22 those attacks, but al-Qaeda was extremely active during

23 2001 in its attacks on the United States and he w as sent

24 here as someone who could help in the post 9-11

25 environment.
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 1 I mean, there's a reason why KSM told the

 2 defendant that he had to get here on September 10 .

 3 Clearly once September 11 happened, al-Qaeda lead ership

 4 knew that it would be very difficult to enter the  country

 5 and that law enforcement would be on the alert fo r anyone

 6 they thought would be suspicious.

 7 And what the defendant did, he attended multiple

 8 training camps.  He conspired with the senior lea dership

 9 of al-Qaeda.  Al-Qaeda is a very highly compartme ntalized

10 organization.  Not all the operators knew of the different

11 tasks.  But this defendant was not some low level  lackey.

12 Low level lackeys would not have had access to al -Qaeda's

13 senior leadership and they certainly would not ha ve been

14 entrusted with an operation to come into the Unit ed States

15 post 9-11.  He must have had some role in al-Qaed a and

16 they trusted him, whether it was based on his tra ining,

17 his ability to enter the United States which he h ad

18 demonstrated in 2000, but that is a very serious offense.

19 There is no way to minimize the potential for wha t could

20 have happened had he not been arrested in 2001 an d,

21 therefore, the seriousness of this offense should  not be

22 understated by the Court.

23 Now I'm sure the defense will argue and have

24 argued in their papers that the fact that he has been

25 confined since 2001 should be a factor to reduce his
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 1 sentence because he's been already punished based  on the

 2 seriousness of his offense.  There is no doubt th at the

 3 conditions of confinement that the defendant endu red

 4 during his time in the Brig were different than m ost other

 5 inmates in the United States.  The Government doe s not

 6 dispute any of the facts that were put forth yest erday in

 7 the testimony of Mr. Seymour or Mr. Pucciarelli.  The DIA

 8 interrogations of the defendant that lasted until

 9 approximately October of 2004 certainly provided harsher

10 conditions for Mr. al-Marri than someone that wou ld have

11 been in a state custody or Bureau of Prisons cust ody.  He

12 wasn't provided with a mattress.  He was in a cel l by

13 himself.  He was in solitary confinement.  He was

14 interrogated.

15 And at this point I would like to draw the

16 Court's attention to one of the defense exhibits,

17 Exhibit 2, that the Government provided which is a summary

18 of the interrogations.  "Al-Marri was interrogate d" --

19 THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  Is it your exhibit?

20 MS. BALTES:  It's Defendant's Exhibit 2.

21 THE COURT:  All right.  I've got it.

22 MS. BALTES:  "Al-Marri was interrogated on

23 37 days from September 2003 through July 2004.  W ith the

24 exception of two conversations which occurred in his cell,

25 all the interrogations were video recorded in an
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 1 interrogation room.  Some of the sessions were

 2 extraordinarily brief, lasting just minutes, and other

 3 sessions lasted for hours.  Retained recordings h ave

 4 session lengths varying from 38 minutes to just u nder

 5 9 hours.  During the almost 9-hour session there was a

 6 2 1/2 hour break and another short break.  During  the long

 7 sessions al-Marri was offered and took meals and prayer

 8 breaks.  There was a session at least one a month

 9 typically with sessions on consecutive days, but there was

10 never more than five consecutive days of interrog ation.

11 There was a 10-day period where there were nine

12 interrogation sessions.  With the exception of th e use of

13 the duct tape described in a separate memorandum,  the

14 interrogators followed interrogation procedures c onsistent

15 with the Army Field Manual.  No enhanced or extra ordinary

16 interrogation techniques were employed.  There wa s no use

17 of sleep deprivation or stress positions.  Interr ogation

18 sessions were conducted in a humane fashion."

19 In addition, Exhibit 4, Defendant's Exhibit 4,

20 discusses information that was contained in a 200 8 DIA

21 Joint General Counsel-Inspector General Report re garding

22 destruction of tapes that the defense has alluded  to.

23 Obviously the defense argument is that because th ere was

24 destruction of tapes, there must be some bad fait h purpose

25 and there must have been other abusive techniques  that
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 1 were concealed because things were destroyed, but  that

 2 simply is not the case.

 3 Evidence in the case showed that:  "After the

 4 interrogation of al-Marri concluded, the interrog ation

 5 team destroyed what they believed to be all the r ecordings

 6 of the interrogation sessions.  The interrogation  team and

 7 manager for the interrogation regarded the record ings as

 8 working materials similar to handwritten notes,

 9 destruction of which they believed was required w hen no

10 longer needed for intelligence purposes.  This be lief was

11 consistent with then DIA and DoD issuances concer ning

12 information security.  During the course of the

13 interrogations the interrogation team chief asked  about

14 disposition instructions for the al-Marri recordi ngs and a

15 DIA attorney advised that there was no specific

16 instructions regarding retention or disposition o f the

17 al-Marri recordings.  When the recordings were de stroyed,

18 there was no court order or executive agency pres ervation

19 order requiring their retention."

20 While the defense might have a different

21 interpretation of why, the Government certainly t hinks

22 it's important that the Court consider that this was an

23 Inspector General Report that was issued that cle arly

24 discussed why the recordings were destroyed and t hat there

25 was no bad faith and there was no purpose.  If th ere was
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 1 some bad faith or intent on the Government to des troy,

 2 certainly everything would have been destroyed an d the

 3 videotape which the Government provided a summary  of to

 4 the defense in which the defendant's face was duc t taped

 5 certainly would have been among the tapes that wo uld have

 6 been destroyed and that's not the case.

 7 On Defense Exhibit 8, information contained in

 8 the document on October 21, 2003, the Government provided

 9 information regarding one of the interrogation se ssions.

10 Essentially this is -- I think this is important for the

11 Court to consider as well because there was a lot  of

12 testimony yesterday about the different treatment  between

13 the different enemy combatants that were at the B rig and

14 the treatment that the defendant endured when he was

15 undergoing DIA interrogation and when he was unde r Brig

16 control.  

17 But the report on the 21st of September 2003

18 certainly indicates that he was provided socks.  He

19 demanded socks, clock, dental floss and Q-tips.  He had

20 received socks due to feeling chilly and to minim ize the

21 bruising caused from the ankle shackles.

22 THE COURT:  Well, my understanding from my

23 reading of all those documents is that there were  times

24 that he was given things, say, for example, socks  or a

25 clock or the Quran, and then other times that tho se were
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 1 taken away.  The fact that he was provided socks on a

 2 particular date doesn't mean he always had them.

 3 MS. BALTES:  And the Government certainly is not

 4 asserting that, but I think it's important based on the

 5 evidence that the defense put forth yesterday tha t -- I'm

 6 sure there were times during the interrogations w here

 7 things were taken away and there was evidence tha t the

 8 Quran was taken away and this was all part of DIA 's plan

 9 in interrogating the defendant, but this was not inhumane

10 treatment.  It was pursuant to the standard Army Field

11 Manual.  And although the defendant might have be en

12 uncomfortable, he was never tortured.  No enhance d

13 interrogation techniques were used.  

14 And the Government certainly doesn't condone

15 what happened or -- I mean, this is a criminal pr osecution

16 of the defendant and the conditions of his confin ement

17 were certainly different than any other criminal

18 defendant, but it's very important to put in cont ext about

19 why that happened.

20 In 2001 the defendant was arrested three months

21 after the September 11 terrorist attacks.  He was

22 initially arrested because the Government found e vidence

23 that he had been in contact with Mustafa al-Hawsa wi or

24 attempted to contact Mustafa al-Hawsawi.  At that  point

25 during the several months after the 9-11 terroris t
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 1 attacks, the FBI had identified Mustafa al-Hawsaw i as one

 2 of the persons who had assisted the 9-11 highjack ers with

 3 money and with western style clothing so that the y could

 4 enter the United States undetected and be availab le on

 5 September 11 for terrorist attacks.

 6 Additionally, the Government at that point knew

 7 that the defendant had been in touch with Khalid Sheikh

 8 Mohammed.  Again, the Government was aware that K halid

 9 Sheikh Mohammed had been involved in planning the  9-11

10 attacks.

11 So while the DIA interrogations of the defendant

12 certainly would not be standard in any criminal c ase, it's

13 very important to put these in context in the pos t 9-11

14 environment.  It was DIA's job to assess the thre ats that

15 the defendant might pose against the United State s and

16 that's why he was declared an enemy combatant in 2003,

17 when the United States learned of information tha t they

18 believed at that point needed to be -- that he wa s a

19 member of al-Qaeda and that's why he was declared  an enemy

20 combatant.

21 So the interrogations of the defendant are

22 definitely unique to a criminal case and are not something

23 that Courts have seen very frequently.  However, the post

24 9-11 environment was a very different time in the  United

25 States and the Government's belief at that time t hat he
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 1 was communicating with people that had planned th e 9-11

 2 attacks was very, very significant and that's why  he was

 3 treated the way he was.

 4 Now it's interesting to note obviously that

 5 that's not -- it wasn't an incorrect conclusion.  I mean,

 6 the defendant was in contact with Khalid Sheikh M ohammed

 7 and he was in contact with Mustafa al-Hawsawi.  O bviously

 8 there is no evidence to suggest that he was part of the

 9 9-11 attacks.  But after 9-11 the Government was extremely

10 concerned about what additional attacks could be happening

11 and the fact that a sleeper cell agent had manage d to come

12 into the country on September 10 and was position ed to

13 work for al-Qaeda was very threatening and still should be

14 threatening.  Al-Qaeda still harbors the same vio lent

15 philosophies against the United States that they did in

16 2001.

17 So for these reasons, although the conditions of

18 confinement were certainly not what a criminal de fendant

19 would see and the defendant was not charged, he d id not

20 have access to his attorneys for the first couple  of

21 years, the Government took all of that into accou nt in the

22 determining the plea agreement in this case.  The re were

23 two charges that the defendant was charged with.  Had he

24 gone to trial, clearly there would have been -- t here's

25 litigation risk for both sides.  But if convicted  at
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 1 trial, the defendant would have had a much greate r

 2 exposure than the plea agreement that he pled to today.

 3 THE COURT:  Well, I would like to ask you about

 4 that because I'm not sure I understand why that's  so.  He

 5 was convicted -- or he was charged in Count 1 wit h

 6 conspiracy.  Count 2 was the substantive count of

 7 providing material support, correct?

 8 MS. BALTES:  Yes.

 9 THE COURT:  But it's exactly the same conduct,

10 correct?

11 MS. BALTES:  That's true.

12 THE COURT:  And I don't recall in over 27 years

13 on the bench ever imposing a consecutive sentence  on a

14 person for two different counts involving the sam e

15 conduct.  Am I missing something?

16 MS. BALTES:  Certainly --

17 THE COURT:  If that's the point you were making,

18 that he was theoretically exposed to 30 years rat her than

19 just 15, I don't think I've ever done that in 27 years.

20 MS. BALTES:  There certainly is nothing in the

21 guidelines that prohibits a judge from imposing a

22 consecutive sentence.  And given the conduct of t his

23 defendant, certainly if he had gone to trial the

24 Government would have asserted that that would ha ve been

25 appropriate.  But it is.  It's a theoretical risk  and
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 1 there are lots of litigation risks about going to  trial.

 2 The fact is the defendant did plead guilty in thi s case.

 3 But the Government certainly was aware of the

 4 prior conditions of confinement that the defendan t endured

 5 in negotiating this plea agreement and that's the  point

 6 the Government would like to take into account to day, that

 7 those were already taken into account, so an addi tional

 8 departure is something the Government objects to based on

 9 the prior conditions of confinement.

10 THE COURT:  So you're saying to me you took it

11 into account by agreeing to drop Count 2?  Is tha t

12 correct?

13 MS. BALTES:  That's correct.

14 THE COURT:  Anything else or is that it?

15 MS. BALTES:  Well, certainly a sentence range

16 could be different if someone goes to trial or if  someone

17 pleads guilty.  I mean, I think that --

18 THE COURT:  But not in these circumstances

19 arguably because the guidelines come in twice gre ater than

20 the statutory maximum.  I don't recall ever havin g a

21 situation like that before.

22 MS. BALTES:  Certainly the situation is unique

23 before the Court for many respects, but --

24 THE COURT:  I am a little curious about what he

25 was charged with because it seems kind of ironic to me
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 1 that he's facing a 15-year maximum sentence for t his

 2 conduct and on a typical Friday I am routinely se ntencing

 3 many young adults to 20, 30 years, 40 years on dr ug

 4 charges.  It seems like the statutory maximum in this case

 5 is ridiculously low.

 6 MS. BALTES:  Well --

 7 THE COURT:  Is that factored into your decision?

 8 MS. BALTES:  I do and I think the Government

 9 would agree that the statutory maximum of 15 year s for

10 conduct that supports the material support charge  in this

11 case is ridiculously low, which is why the Govern ment

12 highlights the fact that the guideline range abse nt the

13 statutory maximum started at 360 months to life a nd even

14 with the role adjustment that the Court granted t his

15 morning it's still 292 months to 365.  Obviously all those

16 are factors that the Court will take into conside ration

17 when sentencing this individual, but 180 months, yes, for

18 the conduct that this defendant pled guilty to an d

19 admitted in his colloquy does seem low, which is why if

20 the Court was to grant some type of downward depa rture

21 less than 180 months it would obviously reduce th at and

22 not reflect the seriousness of the offense for wh ich he

23 was charged.

24 And in the sentencing papers the Government

25 filed, obviously the Court is aware of the Govern ment's
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 1 argument with respect to the credit for time serv ed issue.

 2 THE COURT:  Well, I would like you to address

 3 that briefly.

 4 MS. BALTES:  The Government's position is that

 5 under the statute the authority rests with BOP to

 6 determine the credit for time served for an indiv idual.

 7 THE COURT:  And I don't think the defense

 8 challenges that.  As I understand it, it's very c lear that

 9 once he's sentenced here, goes into the Bureau of  Prisons,

10 the Bureau of Prisons is not, not going to give h im any

11 credit for time served when he was being held as a

12 material witness up until the time that he was in dicted in

13 the Southern District of New York.  It's my under standing

14 that they would give him credit for the period of  time

15 that he was under that first indictment up throug h -- up

16 to the date that he was designated an enemy comba tant in

17 this court and then he would not be credited for the

18 period of time that he was held in the Brig from '03 to

19 '09.

20 MS. BALTES:  That's my understanding.  The

21 Bureau of Prisons typically does not award credit  for time

22 served for time spent as a material witness.  Tha t's

23 pursuant to their internal guidelines.  It doesn' t qualify

24 under 18 U.S.C. 3585(b) as something that qualifi es for

25 credit for time served.
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 1 THE COURT:  Do you agree with my understanding

 2 that he would be given credit for the time that h e was

 3 under charge with the first indictment?

 4 MS. BALTES:  Yes.  Yes.  BOP's interpretation

 5 and certainly the Government's interpretation of 3585(b)

 6 is consistent.  Because he was charged in a feder al

 7 criminal case, that qualifies under the statute f or credit

 8 for time served.  I'm not sure how the computatio n works

 9 out, but that time would be.

10 THE COURT:  Go ahead.

11 MS. BALTES:  Now the time that he was in

12 military detention, however, also does not qualif y as

13 3585(b) credit for time served.  The reasons for that the

14 Government laid out in the sentencing memorandum,  but I

15 think it's important to note that the same reason s why it

16 doesn't qualify for credit for time served are pe rfect

17 factors for the Court to consider in whether to g rant a

18 downward departure based on conditions of confine ment.

19 I mean, essentially it's -- the defense

20 obviously would like the defendant to receive cre dit for

21 the time that he served in the Brig and if it's n ot a

22 credit for time served sentence, then they are pr oposing

23 it as a downward departure based on his condition s of

24 confinement.  And the reasons -- the reasons why it's not

25 appropriate under 3585(b) are that it's not -- ob viously
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 1 it doesn't satisfy the statutory requirement that  it was a

 2 criminal sentence.  He was never charged with any thing and

 3 so it doesn't qualify under 3585(b).

 4 THE COURT:  But the reason that he was being

 5 held there as an enemy combatant is for the most part the

 6 very same conduct that he's charged with in this

 7 indictment.  Isn't that correct?

 8 MS. BALTES:  To a point.  When he was declared

 9 an enemy combatant in 2003, it was based on the A UMF,

10 Authorization For Use of Military Force, and that

11 authorized the executive branch to declare someon e an

12 enemy combatant because they're a member of al-Qa eda.  Now

13 the information that was contained in what's been  called

14 the Rapp Declaration, which I'm sure Your Honor i s aware,

15 certainly contained a lot of the facts.  They're similar

16 to the conduct that he pled guilty to in the crim inal

17 case.  But that doesn't mean that that was requir ed under

18 the AUMF.  It was simply to determine whether som eone was

19 a member of al-Qaeda.  

20 And I want to provide the Court with a little

21 bit of an analogy because this is certainly a com plicated

22 area I admit.  But if someone is designated as an  enemy

23 combatant and designated in military custody, it' s because

24 they are going to be taken off the battlefield an d away so

25 they cannot cause any harm to forces.  If you had  a
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 1 situation in World War II where an enemy -- or wh ere a

 2 German soldier was captured, they would be put in to

 3 military detention because they are a member of t he enemy

 4 forces, but that person might not be charged with  a war

 5 violation or a criminal violation simply because they are

 6 a member of the enemy forces.  However, if while that

 7 person was in military custody there was evidence  to

 8 suggest that they had committed some type of war crime --

 9 and during World War II that certainly was possib le.

10 Maybe they were involved in concentration camps.  Maybe

11 they were part of the Nazi SS forces.  Clearly th at

12 evidence would have supported charging them with a war

13 crime.  But it can be different.

14 Now it's much more complicated in the time that

15 we're dealing with now because we're talking abou t

16 al-Qaeda.  Al-Qaeda members are not uniformed for ces.

17 They are not part of a nation's army.  So it's di fferent.

18 When al-Qaeda declared war on the United States, as

19 evidenced by the '96 and the '98 fatwa, this was a holy

20 war.  It was in Bin Laden's statement.  All Musli m

21 brothers have to fight the infidel and eradicate the

22 infidel from the Holy Land and from Mecca.  And c learly

23 al-Qaeda brought that fight to the United States in

24 September of 2001, even earlier by the bombing of  the

25 USS Cole in 2000 and the East African bombings in  1998.
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 1 So the United States had the authority to detain

 2 somebody as an enemy combatant simply because the y're a

 3 member of al-Qaeda.  The fact that the same facts  support

 4 that he was a member of al-Qaeda that supports th e

 5 criminal case though do not mean that he should g et credit

 6 for the time he served.  He was a member of al-Qa eda.

 7 That's why he was detained as an enemy combatant.

 8 In addition to him being a member of al-Qaeda,

 9 he also provided material support.  He came here as a

10 sleeper agent to the United States on September 1 0, 2001.

11 That's the criminal conduct he's charged with in this

12 case.  And there is a difference.  And I understa nd that

13 it's not a difference that's easily understandabl e as it

14 would be in 1946 post-war Germany, but the reason s for him

15 being designated as an enemy combatant in 2003 we re

16 because he was a member of al-Qaeda.  And the evi dence

17 that he was a member of al-Qaeda certainly was mu ch of the

18 same evidence that he admitted to in 2009 in his plea

19 agreement.

20 Part of reason for that is because if you're a

21 member of an enemy force, typically you wear a un iform so

22 it's very easy to identify someone as a member of  an enemy

23 force, but that's not how al-Qaeda operated and h e didn't

24 come into the United States wearing a uniform.  H e came in

25 with his family on September 10, 2001.
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 1 For those reasons, Your Honor, it's not --

 2 that's why it doesn't support the 3585(b) factors  for time

 3 served and because of that the Government asserts  that the

 4 Court should take that into serious consideration  in

 5 determining whether or not it's appropriate then to grant

 6 the defendant credit or a downward departure base d on his

 7 conditions of confinement at the Brig.

 8 The fifth factor under 3553 that the Court

 9 should consider is obviously the need for adequat e

10 deterrence and protection of the public.  The ter rorist

11 cases are tricky because, as Mr. Risley already d iscussed,

12 the terrorism enhancement applies in this case, t he

13 defendant stipulated that it applies, and so it a dds a

14 12-level upward adjustment to the base offense le vel, but

15 it also does move the criminal history category t o VI.

16 And as Mr. Risley already discussed, the reason

17 for that is because the Sentencing Commission in their

18 research in support of putting the terrorism enha ncement

19 in the guidelines acknowledged that there is a hi gh

20 likelihood of recidivism and lack of rehabilitati on for

21 people that are engaged in terrorist acts.  It's because

22 they -- people that are members of al-Qaeda and e ngage in

23 terrorist acts have bought into a philosophy, a v iolent

24 philosophy, where they believe that their faith j ustifies

25 their committing terrorist acts.
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 1 The defendant clearly in 2001, he bought into

 2 that philosophy.  It doesn't appear from the reco rd that

 3 there's been any disavowal of al-Qaeda by the def endant

 4 apart from -- and we obviously heard a lot of evi dence

 5 yesterday about his ability to develop meaningful

 6 relationships with his attorneys who are American s and

 7 with the Brig staff who are uniformed personnel i n the

 8 military and that might seem inconsistent to an o bserver

 9 that someone that could maintain those relationsh ips,

10 especially with Americans, could still harbor the  same

11 al-Qaeda philosophy, but the discussions with

12 Major Sirratt as indicated in her notes that the

13 Government submitted yesterday reveal that the de fendant

14 still harbors the same philosophy as al-Qaeda wit h respect

15 to infidels.  The fact that he has carved out an exception

16 for the people at the Brig who treated him well a nd for

17 his American attorneys doesn't mean that he doesn 't still

18 harbor the same views that he did in 2001 when he  came

19 into the United States on behalf of al-Qaeda and there's

20 no -- there is a letter, I believe, from the defe ndant's

21 attorney which was based on conversations that Mr . Berman

22 had with al-Marri prior to 2006 when Mr. Berman l eft for

23 Israel and Mr. Berman talks in there about how th ey had

24 heated exchanges about the Middle East and that t he

25 defendant had never met someone who was Jewish be fore and
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 1 they were able to discuss these topics and Mr. Be rman's

 2 characterization is based on those conversations and that

 3 he saw this transformation in the defendant and b ased on

 4 that he believes that the defendant wouldn't pose  a

 5 threat.  But interestingly in there, Mr. Berman n otes

 6 that -- he acknowledges that it might be that the

 7 defendant never posed a threat.  I think that the  letter

 8 states:  "It's my sense that he would not perform  those

 9 acts today.  This is not a man filled with rage,

10 notwithstanding the manner in which he was treate d over

11 the past years.  He is a man" -- I'm sorry.  "For  those

12 reasons, regardless of the acts, if any, he may h ave been

13 prepared to engage in when he arrived in the Unit ed

14 States, it is my sense that he would not perform those

15 acts today."

16 I think it's important to put in context that

17 the defendant -- the letters in support of his su pposed

18 rehabilitation, this dramatic transformation, don 't really

19 talk about a transformation from what.  It doesn' t appear

20 that there is an acknowledgment that the defendan t in 2001

21 was capable of anything violent.  But the facts t hat he

22 pled to, the logical inference from those facts i s that he

23 was here on behalf of al-Qaeda and, as Your Honor  noted

24 yesterday, it's inconceivable to believe he was n ot going

25 to be asked by al-Qaeda to do something that was going to
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 1 result in some type of violent act against the Un ited

 2 States.

 3 And so all of these views have to be put in

 4 context.  At the same time Mr. Berman was having these

 5 conversations with Mr. al-Marri, these heated exc hanges

 6 which lead him to believe that he's not going to pose a

 7 threat, the defendant was having discussions with  Major

 8 Sirratt which I think show a different side.  May be he

 9 felt more comfortable with her expressing certain  views,

10 but he expressed the views that all infidels -- I  don't

11 know the exact language, but certainly the impres sion

12 Major Sirratt was left with was that he harbored the same

13 philosophy that al-Qaeda had.  And this is in 200 7.

14 So I'm not sure what the dramatic transformation

15 has been other than the defendant has been able t o develop

16 meaningful relationships and so those people are certainly

17 carved out in his exception of what an infidel is , but I

18 don't think that that should provide comfort to t he Court

19 in determining whether or not he's going to pose a threat

20 to the community or to the public once he is rele ased from

21 the sentence.

22 The last factor that the Court considers is the

23 need to avoid unwarranted sentencing disparities.   There

24 is obviously a wide range of conduct that forms t he basis

25 for a material support charge, so this is obvious ly why
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 1 it's so important that the Court considers many f actors in

 2 determining the sentence.

 3 I'm not sure it's helpful to look at every

 4 single material support case.  I mean, certainly the

 5 sentences have ranged from 5 years to 15 years be cause

 6 that's the statutory maximum.  I know the defense  has

 7 pointed out several cases that they think are ill ustrative

 8 of what the conduct is in this case and what the sentence

 9 should be.

10 Specifically there were two Military Commission

11 cases, the Hamdan case and the Hicks case that th e defense

12 cites as examples of why the defendant's sentence  here

13 should be much less than 15 years.  In addition, the

14 Warsame case was cited by the defense, a recent s entence

15 of 92 months.

16 There's obviously distinguishing features in all

17 these cases, but in the Warsame case one of the

18 significant factors in the sentence of 92 months was that

19 the defendant in that case cooperated and that is  a huge

20 factor that is not present here.

21 The other two cases, David Hicks and Hamdan --

22 in the Hamdan case, at the sentencing and through out

23 actually the litigation Hamdan expressed great re morse for

24 what he had done and expressed a disavowal of wha t he

25 believed he was asked to do by al-Qaeda and that he would
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 1 have ever done anything violent.  That has never been seen

 2 by the defendant in this case.

 3 In addition, the Military Commission cases are

 4 not bound by sentencing guidelines.  The sentence s are

 5 handed down by the members who are similar to a j ury in a

 6 federal jury trial.  So there's a lot of factors that

 7 obviously went into that decision, but I don't th ink

 8 that's particularly helpful.

 9 But if one wanted to look at the other Military

10 Commission cases where material support was charg ed, the

11 case of Bahlul would be an example that the Gover nment

12 would point to.  In that case Bahlul was charged with

13 material support and conspiracy.  It's not cited in the

14 defendant's papers.  They cite to --

15 THE COURT:  How do you spell the name?

16 MS. BALTES:  B-A-H-L-U-L.  Now Bahlul was

17 charged with material support and he was -- actua lly the

18 conduct supporting that charge was that he create d the

19 propaganda video for the USS Cole.  It was produc ed after

20 the USS Cole bombing and it was distributed by al -Qaeda in

21 propaganda for that act against the United States .  In

22 addition, his role was as some type of personal s ecretary

23 to Bin Laden.  Now in that case the defendant was

24 sentenced to life in prison.

25 So there's a huge range of sentences and conduct
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 1 that have been charged in material support cases which is

 2 why this factor is probably one of the less signi ficant

 3 factors that the Court should look at and the oth er

 4 factors I think paint a much better picture of wh o the

 5 defendant is and what the purpose of the 3553 fac tors are

 6 for the Court in fashioning a sentence, which the

 7 Government obviously asserts is a 15-year sentenc e.

 8 And with that, Your Honor, I will stop there and

 9 if I may have a few minutes in rebuttal based on the

10 defense case.

11 THE COURT:  Thank you.  We're going to be taking

12 a break in a couple of minutes.  Before that I ha d two

13 things I wanted to mention to defense counsel for

14 clarification.

15 One is because there's a reference to this in

16 the pre-sentence report, but there are no additio nal

17 details.  And you don't have to give me additiona l

18 details, but if you're willing to I might find th em

19 enlightening.  Let me find the reference.  Hold o n.

20 Paragraph 105 of the pre-sentence report, this

21 is under the section concerning financial conditi on,

22 ability to pay, in effect ability to pay a fine.  It says:

23 "The defendant reported no assets.  He advised he

24 currently owes $1.5 million to Islamic Bank, Doha , Qatar

25 for a business loan."  And you can think about th is over
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 1 the break.  But I'm very curious about that.  Mos t people

 2 don't borrow $1.5 million.  I don't know when tha t

 3 occurred, what happened.

 4 The other thing is in a number of the -- I think

 5 almost always when Mr. al-Marri wrote a letter to  someone,

 6 the letter would begin by him saying, "Peace be u pon those

 7 that follow the guidance."  I would like to know what that

 8 means.  We'll be in recess for 15 minutes.

 9 (Recess taken)  

10 MR. SMITH:  Your Honor, before we start back in,

11 just a housekeeping matter to take care of.  Yest erday

12 there were a number of documents that were shown to the

13 Court as well as some photographs and videos.  We  have

14 marked as Hearing Group Exhibit A the documents t hat were

15 shown yesterday and also we have made a video, an d I will

16 give a copy to the Government of the video showin g -- the

17 DVD that has the videos and photographs.  I under stand

18 from the Government as far as the video, they wis h that to

19 be kept under seal.

20 THE COURT:  How can I keep it under seal if it's

21 admitted into evidence?

22 MS. BALTES:  The Government's concern with the

23 exhibits yesterday were that there was no redacti on in the

24 written material of some of the active duty milit ary

25 personnel, so we would request that to the extent  that the
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 1 exhibits have those names either we be provided a n

 2 opportunity to redact them or they be kept under seal.

 3 The issue with the video is that it does show the  full

 4 faces of active duty personnel which is something  the

 5 Government is concerned about considering a lot o f those

 6 people serve overseas.  So if the Court cannot se al that

 7 video, then we would like to be able to work with  the

 8 defense to provide a copy.

 9 THE COURT:  I would hope that the parties could

10 confer on that, try to come up with something tha t

11 addresses the Government's legitimate interest an d at the

12 same time recognizes that normally once an exhibi t is

13 admitted into evidence, it becomes part of the --  becomes

14 accessible by the public.

15 MR. SMITH:  Certainly we can redact the

16 documents to remove any names.  That's not any pr oblem.

17 As far as -- I don't know technically how we reda ct faces,

18 but -- we can do it?  Okay, we can do it.

19 MS. BALTES:  I think it takes a little bit of

20 time though, so --

21 THE COURT:  I'm certainly willing to seal it

22 until that's done, but with the understanding tha t

23 following the sentencing that that would have the  highest

24 priority so that whether it's a member of the pub lic

25 generally or the news media, whoever can have acc ess to
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 1 it.

 2 MR. SAVAGE:  We will redact names and we will

 3 redact faces of military members.

 4 THE COURT:  Have you conferred so that you are

 5 on the same page as to which names need to be red acted

 6 from where?

 7 MS. BALTES:  We have had discussions about that

 8 before, but I will make sure that --

 9 THE COURT:  I do think we need to be very exact

10 about that.  Does that implicate -- is that solel y focused

11 on what was presented yesterday or is it -- are t here

12 other exhibits in the ones that I received prior to trial

13 that need further redaction?

14 MS. BALTES:  The two exhibits that also included

15 that information were the ones that the Governmen t

16 requested be sealed yesterday and certainly we ca n work on

17 redacting copies of those so that those can be ma de public

18 as well.

19 THE COURT:  Very good.  All right.  Thank you.

20 So with that caveat then, as I understand it, all  of the

21 exhibits that were admitted yesterday -- all of t he

22 exhibits that were presented yesterday are admitt ed.

23 MR. LUSTBERG:  Thank you, Your Honor.  If it

24 please the Court, I will first address the depart ure

25 issues that we raised.  I know the Court is going  to
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 1 consider these all together, but it will just hel p us to

 2 keep it straight if I can do it that way and then  move on

 3 to 3553(a) factors and at that point, actually gi ven that

 4 the second factor is the history and characterist ics of

 5 the defendant, that's when we will show the video tape to

 6 the Court that we wanted to.

 7 THE COURT:  Fair enough.

 8 MR. LUSTBERG:  Let me start with the downward

 9 departure that we requested based upon Section 4A 1.3(b).

10 Mr. Risley addressed that issue with Your Honor f irst, so

11 I'll address it first as well.

12 Section 4A1.3(b) is a particular departure under

13 the guidelines that is permitted when a defendant 's

14 criminal history category under the guidelines

15 substantially overstates (a) his criminal history  and/or

16 (b) the likelihood that he will commit another cr ime.

17 THE COURT:  Is it "and/or" or both?

18 MR. LUSTBERG:  Well, you know what?  As soon as

19 I said that, I realized you would ask me that que stion and

20 I'm going to get the exact language so we don't h ave to

21 speculate about that.  That's the language direct ly from

22 the guidelines and it says:  "If reliable informa tion" --

23 I'm sorry.  This is upward departure.

24 THE COURT:  I've got it.  It's "or".

25 MR. LUSTBERG:  Yes, it's "or.  "If it
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 1 overrepresents the seriousness of the defendant's  criminal

 2 history or the likelihood that he will commit."

 3 The way the cases address this is to boil it

 4 down to initially a fairly simple inquiry which i s is this

 5 defendant in this case the usual criminal history  category

 6 VI defendant.  Respectfully, Mr. al-Marri is not.   As the

 7 Court is aware, he scores out before the terroris m

 8 enhancement as a criminal history category II and  even

 9 that is based upon an 18-year old DWI conviction and the

10 fact that he eventually, because he had left the country,

11 pleaded guilty to that offense in October 17 of 2 001 when

12 he returned and he was sentenced on November 29, 2001, a

13 couple of weeks before he was taken into custody,  and so

14 his arrest on these charges constituted sort of a

15 violation of that probation and that is what incr eased him

16 from criminal history category I where he normall y would

17 have been for a DWI to criminal history category II.  So

18 clearly a person with that criminal record is not

19 typically a category VI, is not usually a categor y VI

20 offender.

21 Here obviously that's not what we're talking

22 about.  What we're talking about is the terrorism

23 enhancement and, as the Court is well aware, the terrorism

24 enhancement increases a defendant's offense level  by 12

25 and also automatically increases his criminal his tory
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 1 category to VI based upon two things, the dangero usness of

 2 the offense and the likelihood of recidivism.  Bu t as the

 3 Government has repeatedly said today, the terrori sm

 4 enhancement applies to a large, broad range of of fenses

 5 and it's because it applies to such a broad range  of

 6 offenses that Courts have in fact -- and we provi ded the

 7 authorities to Your Honor in our sentencing memo --

 8 departed downward, in fact departed downward as f ar as

 9 criminal history category I even when that enhanc ement

10 applies and especially in situations where it ove rstates

11 the likelihood of recidivism.

12 As Your Honor knows, it is the defense's very

13 strongly held view that Mr. al-Marri's likelihood  of

14 recidivism is overstated by criminal history cate gory VI

15 and by the Government's presentation here today.

16 Mr. al-Marri will not recidivate for a number of reasons.

17 I would like to take those in order because they are all

18 the reasons that this Court ought to consider in deciding

19 whether criminal history category VI is in fact

20 appropriate.

21 First, he has been very significantly punished

22 and, therefore, very significantly deterred by th e type of

23 punishment that has been inflicted upon him and t hat he

24 understands would be inflicted upon a person who does --

25 who would commit the kind of offense that he has committed
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 1 in the past.  But we as a practical matter, Your Honor,

 2 really do believe that this is a defendant who ha s

 3 changed.  And with all due respect to Dr. Sirratt , her

 4 testimony in that regard is entirely unconvincing .  It

 5 completely ignores the evidence.  Not that, as Ms . Baltes

 6 says, Mr. al-Marri has carved out a number of Ame ricans

 7 who he likes, but the fact that -- and you will h ear this

 8 from his own mouth shortly and much more.  And th at's why,

 9 Judge, it's a good idea for you to take this all as a

10 whole and not rule on these applications one at a  time.

11 Mr. al-Marri's affection for people at the Brig

12 and for his attorneys is not limited to them.  He

13 understands that those are Americans and he has a  greater

14 understanding of this country and of the good her e that is

15 represented by particularly Mr. and Mrs. Savage w ho have

16 spent an extraordinary amount of time, energy, pe rsonal

17 resources to stand by Mr. al-Marri's side for wha t is now

18 years under what has at times been extremely emot ionally

19 draining and difficult circumstances.  And Mr. al -Marri

20 doesn't say so, therefore, he would never do anyt hing to

21 hurt the Savages.  What he says is that he unders tands now

22 what Americans are about, that the Savages are th e kinds

23 of Americans that are out there all around this c ountry

24 and the kind of people who he would never hurt.  And so he

25 has a different view, not just of them and not ju st of the
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 1 uniformed staff at the Brig that treated him with  decency,

 2 but of all of us as a result of that.  That is th e fact.

 3 Now Major Sirratt says that she had

 4 conversations with Mr. al-Marri where he said som ething

 5 along the lines of the Jews are infidels and they  should

 6 be killed.  Your Honor, you have Government Exhib it 6 and

 7 I would challenge the Court to go through Governm ent

 8 Exhibit 6 and find any statement that says anythi ng like

 9 that.

10 THE COURT:  I did that yesterday.

11 MR. LUSTBERG:  It's not there.  It's not there,

12 as she herself admitted, but let's talk about wha t is

13 there.  There is for sure a discussion that we we nt over

14 on cross-examination of Major Sirratt on June 25,  2007 in

15 which Mr. al-Marri discusses the fact that he and  his

16 brother, who was at the time detained at Guantana mo, would

17 not be released until the war was over and that t he war

18 would not be over until there were no longer infi dels on

19 Palestine soil or words to that effect.

20 Your Honor, if you read that particular

21 discussion on that day it's abundantly clear exac tly what

22 was going on and what was going on was that Mr. a l-Marri

23 was having a discussion about politics.  He was h aving a

24 discussion about what was likely to happen.  He h ad at no

25 point said, "I will be involved in killing people ," or
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 1 even that they should be killed.  He was saying t hat he

 2 would remain in custody or his brother would rema in in

 3 custody for the length of the war and that that w ar would

 4 go on for a very long time.  At no point in that

 5 discussion does he say that that was his position .  Now

 6 Dr. Sirratt says that's what he said and the Cour t will

 7 have to evaluate of course her credibility in lig ht of the

 8 fact that she was taking notes about things far b eyond the

 9 medical services that she says she was tasked to provide.

10 One would think if he said something like that, i t would

11 appear in the notes and it doesn't.  Instead what  appears

12 is really a relatively -- I mean, obviously these  are

13 serious matters, but it's an abstract general dis cussion

14 of these issues.

15 You will hear with your own ears and not too

16 long from now what Mr. al-Marri himself has to sa y about

17 his view of these things and you will see it is n ot in the

18 least consistent with Dr. Sirratt, who in any eve nt has

19 had no contact with him over the last -- really a ny

20 significant contact since 2007, which is now two years

21 ago.

22 Likewise Your Honor can examine her report,

23 form 600 or whatever it is, about the issue of Su ni and

24 Shiites.  And, again, it's the report dated July 12, 2007.

25 Again, it is an abstract discussion of these issu es.  They
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 1 are discussing those types of matters.  There is no point

 2 at which Mr. al-Marri evidences any commitment to

 3 undertake any violent act or even any sympathy wi th those

 4 violent acts.  They are discussing the difference  between

 5 Sunis and Shiites.  And when you read that paragr aph,

 6 that's exactly what it talks about.

 7 To rely upon that to say that those two

 8 discussions in the context of a man who has been so

 9 severely punished and, therefore, so severely spe cifically

10 deterred, in the context of a man who has become -- it's

11 not just as Mr. Risley says that he's a good guy.

12 Respectfully, that has not been our position.  It  is not

13 our position he is unlikely to recidivate because  he's a

14 good guy with a good sense of humor.  That really  does

15 demean the argument that we're making.

16 The argument that we're making is unbelievably

17 real and is revealed by the evidence of record an d by the

18 way that Mr. al-Marri interacted with everybody f rom the

19 commander on down at the Brig and has continued t o this

20 day at places, at Pekin and with all of us, and w e're not

21 really allowed to testify, but it does speak of a

22 remarkable transformation and Mr. Berman's letter  does

23 bear powerful witness to that transformation, a

24 transformation of a man who came here, has pleade d guilty

25 to coming here to do bad things and now will not do bad
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 1 things to the United States, does not believe in doing

 2 that and stands for peace and love.  And you're g oing to

 3 hear that for yourself.

 4 Mr. al-Marri will not commit another offense and

 5 putting him in criminal history category VI compl etely

 6 overstates his likelihood of recidivism.  Certain ly the

 7 Government has not come forward with any evidence  that is

 8 the least bit persuasive on the fact that that's the kind

 9 of thing that he's likely to do.  He should be tr eated as

10 a criminal history category I or criminal history

11 category II if you want to use the one that would

12 otherwise be --

13 THE COURT:  So there shouldn't be any reflection

14 in his criminal history category for his conduct in this

15 case?  Is that what you're saying?

16 MR. LUSTBERG:  Well, typically -- 

17 THE COURT:  Answer that question.

18 MR. LUSTBERG:  You're correct, Judge.  That is

19 our position and that is the position that is con sistent

20 with what has happened in other cases with the te rrorism

21 enhancement that we cited to the Court in our pap ers.  I

22 did not see anything -- I haven't seen any case l aw that

23 has addressed it to the contrary.  We did cite ca ses to

24 Your Honor where people in criminal history categ ory VI

25 were reduced to criminal history category I
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 1 notwithstanding the terrorism enhancement and it is our

 2 position that's what ought to happen here.

 3 At the end of the day one could -- that matters

 4 a great deal because that would bring his offense  -- if he

 5 were criminal history category II, for example --  well, it

 6 would still be at a level that would be slightly above the

 7 180 months, but much closer.

 8 However, there's an extent to which all that is

 9 quite academic because Your Honor's starting poin t is not

10 the guideline range that you arrived at.  Your Ho nor's

11 starting point is 180 months.  The Government did  not

12 address this point at all, but we did in our pape rs, which

13 is this.

14 Under Section 5G -- I think it's 1.1 of the

15 guidelines.  Under Section 5G1.1(a) of the guidel ines, it

16 states as follows:  "Where the statutorily author ized

17 maximum sentence is less than the minimum of the

18 applicable guideline range, the statutorily autho rized

19 maximum sentence shall be the guideline sentence. "

20 That is, therefore, the starting point for Your

21 Honor's 3553 -- for any departure analysis, altho ugh this

22 obviously is a departure so it wouldn't be the st arting

23 point for this last one, but for any departure fo r

24 conditions and also for any 3553(a) analysis.

25 The Government has not pointed to any authority
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 1 and there isn't any that stands for the propositi on that

 2 where the sentencing guideline range is above tha t, that

 3 that should be the starting point from which Your  Honor

 4 works or even that it should carry any weight and  they

 5 give it a great deal of weight in the way the Cou rts have

 6 sentenced.  That is to say the Court should not c onsider

 7 the fact that the guidelines have arrived at a ra nge

 8 higher than 180 months in deciding whether and ho w far to

 9 vary from the guideline range if that's what the Court

10 chooses to do.

11 THE COURT:  Are you saying I shouldn't consider

12 that?

13 MR. LUSTBERG:  You should not consider that.

14 THE COURT:  Where does it say that in there?

15 All it says is that effectively or as a practical  matter

16 in that situation the guideline range becomes 180  because

17 that is the statutory maximum.

18 MR. LUSTBERG:  Right.  And then under 3553 one

19 of the factors the Court is supposed to consider is the

20 guideline sentence and what the Sentencing Commis sion has

21 said is under those unique circumstances -- and t he Court

22 pointed out it doesn't happen very often.  I mean ,

23 typically the statutory maximum and the guideline s tend to

24 be in closer proximity to one another and usually  in fact,

25 I'm sure in the vast majority of Your Honor's sen tences,
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 1 the guideline range is beneath the statutory maxi mum and

 2 so you don't encounter that issue.  But the Sente ncing

 3 Commission has told you how to treat that in thos e rare

 4 circumstances where you do.

 5 THE COURT:  No doubt the guideline range becomes

 6 180 months.

 7 MR. LUSTBERG:  Pardon me?

 8 THE COURT:  The guideline range is 180.

 9 MR. LUSTBERG:  Correct.  No question.  So that's

10 the point from which you start.  And --

11 THE COURT:  No doubt about that.

12 MR. LUSTBERG:  And it's also the guideline, it

13 is the wisdom of the Sentencing Commission, that is

14 supposed to be weighed under 3553(a).  That's one  of the

15 3553(a) factors.

16 THE COURT:  Well, let me just interrupt.  I

17 don't want to spend a lot of time on this.

18 MR. LUSTBERG:  I'm not going to.

19 THE COURT:  Because obviously if the statutory

20 maximum is 180, to say that the guideline range r emains

21 above that is ridiculous.

22 MR. LUSTBERG:  Correct.  Right.  But the

23 Government spent a great deal of time in their

24 presentation -- the only reason I'm addressing th is -- and

25 in our brief it's a footnote around page 100.  Th e
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 1 Government spent a great deal of time arguing tha t because

 2 the sentencing guideline range would otherwise ha ve been

 3 much higher, that somehow that should, I guess, a rgue

 4 against or be considered by the Court in arguing against a

 5 variance.  I think legally that's incorrect and t hat's the

 6 position I'm taking here and I think that 5G spea ks to

 7 that.

 8 THE COURT:  All right.  You've made your point.

 9 MR. LUSTBERG:  I want to now address the

10 conditions of Mr. al-Marri's detention.  That has

11 obviously been the focus of this hearing in many ways from

12 its outset and continues to be an extremely impor tant

13 issue and I want to first deal with a couple of t he points

14 that the Government made.

15 First, I appreciate Ms. Baltes' concession that

16 the conditions under which Mr. al-Marri was detai ned were,

17 to use her terms, different from any other crimin al

18 defendant.  She's obviously correct about that.  However,

19 she says a few things that are disturbing.

20 First of all, she says that it shouldn't matter

21 because -- or not that it shouldn't matter, but i t should

22 matter less because of the offense that he commit ted.  To

23 be sure, Your Honor, when you ultimately arrive a t a

24 sentence in this matter, you're going to consider  all of

25 the 3553(a) factors and the first one is the natu re and
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 1 circumstances of the offense, so we're not arguin g that

 2 that shouldn't be considered.  But the notion tha t that

 3 offense because of what it was justifies those co nditions

 4 of confinement or more to the point that that off ense

 5 because of what it was serves to undermine an arg ument

 6 that those conditions of confinement ought not be

 7 considered by the Court in deciding whether to va ry from

 8 the guidelines is wrong and disturbing.  If the C ourt

 9 finds that those conditions are different from an y other

10 criminal defendant, then under the case law that we have

11 cited to the Court your Honor has the discretion to depart

12 downward from the guidelines on that basis and ce rtainly

13 you have the discretion under 3553(a) to consider  that as

14 one of the circumstances of the offense in decidi ng what

15 the ultimate sentence ought to be.

16 So whether you do it by way of departure or

17 variance always is a little bit of angel stands o n the

18 head of a pin.  It matters little.  The point is that the

19 fact that Mr. al-Marri was held under those condi tions for

20 as long as he was -- and I'm going to talk about them in a

21 moment -- ought not be in any way mitigated becau se of

22 what this offense was.  That's just unfair and it 's wrong.

23 Beyond that, the notion that somehow that was

24 already taken into account in the plea agreement that we

25 reached is an extraordinary contention.  I don't know all
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 1 of the details as to why the Government chose to enter

 2 into the plea agreement it did.  There were obvio usly a

 3 lot of discussions back and forth, including disc ussions

 4 that are not relevant to the Court as to what we thought

 5 the likelihood was of Mr. al-Marri getting credit  for time

 6 served from the Bureau of Prisons.  I will say th at the

 7 assessment of what that likelihood was is differe nt -- was

 8 different then than it is now, but in any event t he point

 9 is this.

10 The plea agreement was, as Ms. Baltes says, a

11 plea agreement that was reached in order for the parties

12 to do what they always do in reaching plea agreem ents,

13 which was to moderate each side's litigation risk .  That's

14 correct.  It is not and was not by its terms an e ffort to

15 take into account the conditions under which Mr. al-Marri

16 was held.  And you know that because from day one  and as

17 part of the plea agreement we have been telling Y our Honor

18 and telling the Government that that was going to  be an

19 issue that we were going to raise at sentencing a nd that

20 that should be relevant to the sentence that the Court

21 reaches.  That's beyond what the plea agreement d id.

22 There's just no question that that was the intent  of the

23 parties and it was not the intent of the parties to in any

24 way say that because this was a good deal in some  sense

25 that, therefore, Mr. al-Marri's -- the conditions  under
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 1 which he was held should somehow be less signific ant in

 2 the Court's analysis.

 3 Really it is not disputed and it is indisputable

 4 that unusually harsh conditions of pre-trial conf inement

 5 are a mitigating circumstance that may warrant a downward

 6 departure.  That is the law.  It's the law of thi s

 7 circuit.  It's the law of the land.  And in this case

 8 there really is no question but that those condit ions

 9 existed.  I want to talk about a few of those con ditions.

10 First, for six years Mr. al-Marri was in

11 indefinite detention.  No matter how good things were at

12 the Brig -- and they did improve.  There's no que stion

13 about that.  Until February of this year, he was not

14 charged.  There was no process.  There was no end  in

15 sight.  I was asked by a newspaper reporter recen tly,

16 "Does Mr. al-Marri feel like there's now light at  the end

17 of the tunnel?"  One of the great things about ou r

18 criminal justice system is there is light at the end of

19 the tunnel.  Sometimes that light is a long way o ff, but

20 at least there's a tunnel that you can look throu gh.  At

21 the time that he was in the Brig there was no tun nel, let

22 alone light at the end of it.  It was just going to go on

23 and on and on and he had no idea when it would ev er end or

24 whether it would ever end.  For all that time, fr om

25 June 23, 2003 until October 14, 2004, he didn't s ee any
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 1 lawyers, anybody from the ICRC, nobody outside of  his

 2 interrogators and Brig staff.

 3 But be that as it may, the point of it is he

 4 didn't have any sense that it would ever come to an end

 5 and that is one of the most brutal things that I can

 6 imagine somebody going through, the notion that y ou're

 7 there and there's no end in sight.  You can't eve n mark

 8 off the days and say, "It's one fewer day before I get

 9 out."  Because you don't know that it will ever e nd and

10 there's no process to determine whether it will e ver end.

11 That has devastating psychological consequences.

12 It has -- as the expert testimony or the expert l iterature

13 that we have cited to Your Honor in our brief ind icates,

14 it leads to pervasive hopelessness, deep despair,  so much

15 so that there really are very serious constitutio nal

16 questions that the Supreme Court discusses in the  Zadvydas

17 case and really that were only avoided in this ca se

18 because Mr. al-Marri's case then in the Supreme C ourt was

19 mooted by the indictment here.

20 But this case is even a little different than

21 that.  This case is even a little different from the case

22 where somebody faces indefinite detention.  This was a

23 case in which Mr. al-Marri was before Your Honor in this

24 court facing criminal charges after he had been f acing the

25 same criminal charges that were in the Southern D istrict
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 1 of New York where we argued there was no venue, w hich is

 2 why it ended up before this Court.

 3 Your Honor probably remembers that day in June

 4 of 2003.  It was about a week or ten days before we were

 5 to have a suppression hearing in the case and I t hink

 6 about a month before the trial that the Court sch eduled

 7 and Mr. Smith was here and the Government came ov er and

 8 showed Your Honor the order from the President de claring

 9 Mr. al-Marri an enemy combatant.

10 Up until that time Mr. al-Marri did have an end

11 in sight.  Your Honor had carefully at his arraig nment

12 laid out for him what the maximum penalties he fa ced were.

13 Your Honor had apprised him, as all good district  court

14 judges do, of what his rights were.  He knew thos e rights

15 and he knew what he faced.  And suddenly beginnin g in June

16 of 2003, he didn't.  Suddenly he was in, as some people

17 have described it, a legal black hole where there  was not

18 only no end in sight, but not even a process to d etermine

19 that end.

20 This is much worse than a sentence of life

21 imprisonment, what he was going through at that t ime, in

22 some ways because it was indeterminate and there was no

23 sense as to what would happen to him, as to what would

24 even become of him.  So that when his interrogato rs would

25 tell him, "We can make you disappear so that nobo dy will
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 1 ever know", that was credible.  That was credible .  It was

 2 frightening.  It was unbelievably scary.  It's al most

 3 really an unimaginable situation, respectfully, i n this

 4 system of laws that we have that somebody can be held

 5 without any charges, without any sense that defin ition

 6 will ever take place and for six years -- not a y ear, not

 7 those 16 months, but for six years, from June of 2003

 8 until Mr. al-Marri was indicted and this matter r eturned

 9 to this court in February, actually into March of  this

10 year, that was his situation.

11 Respectfully, Judge, it's unique, it's

12 extraordinary, it's unusually harsh, whatever wor ds the

13 Court chooses to use.  It's an unbelievable situa tion that

14 was not otherwise taken into account by the sente ncing

15 guidelines and it certainly warrants a downward d eparture.

16 So indefinite detention is the first thing I want ed to

17 bring to Court's attention.

18 Second, to this very day, to this day and from

19 the time of his original arrest on a material wit ness

20 charge in December of 2001, so now almost eight y ears

21 later, Mr. al-Marri's confinement has been unique  and

22 characterized by one extraordinary factor and tha t is

23 complete isolation.  He has -- for an enormously long time

24 he had no contact with anybody, but he has never been in

25 population.  He has never had any interaction wit h other
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 1 inmates or prisoners as they're called at the Bri g.

 2 THE COURT:  Some of that I assume arguably could

 3 be for his own protection.

 4 MR. LUSTBERG:  Could be.  But if he were asked,

 5 Judge, he would desperately crave the companionsh ip of

 6 somebody, somebody to talk to.  And the effects o f that

 7 isolation are set forth in detail in the reports that we

 8 have provided to Your Honor from Dr. Grassien.

 9 Initially Dr. Grassien's reports were relatively

10 academic in the sense that he was really reviewin g for

11 this Court, actually for a different Court at the  time,

12 the literature on isolation, but ultimately, you know, he

13 himself interviewed earlier this year Mr. al-Marr i and his

14 certifications stand for the proposition that

15 Mr. al-Marri's symptoms, his hypervigilance, his paranoia,

16 his anxiety, his jumpiness, are all things that a re

17 consistent with isolation.

18 To be sure -- and we don't really disagree with

19 Major Sirratt's view that Mr. al-Marri is a stron g and

20 resilient person.  He's honestly one of the stron gest,

21 most resilient people I've ever met.  But the not ion that

22 one could go through eight years with the limited  social

23 interaction, so incredibly few conversations, the  months

24 where people were only allowed, as Your Honor has  seen

25 from the record, to say "noted" to him and nothin g else,
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 1 the months where his only conversations were with

 2 interrogators, the times even thereafter his inte ractions

 3 were limited to attorneys or the ICRC or fleeting

 4 conversations with people at the Brig, that is

 5 extraordinary.  

 6 And it's extraordinary, Judge, not only for the

 7 time at the Brig but also in the Peoria County ja il and we

 8 submitted materials to Your Honor on that, at the  MCC in

 9 New York where I first met him, and he was there too under

10 23 hours a day lockdown and the other hour, which  didn't

11 occur every day, he was allowed rec in a steel ca ge, again

12 with nobody else.  It's exceptional.  It's extrao rdinary.

13 It's unusually harsh.  It warrants a downward dep arture.

14 We have provided evidence to the Court about

15 what that was like and what the psychological con sequences

16 are.  It's the sort of thing that, working from t he

17 statutory maximum and from the guidelines, the se ntencing

18 guidelines, that should be considered in imposing  a just

19 sentence.

20 The Court, I think, got a particularly good look

21 at what it was like from some of the video that Y our Honor

22 had the opportunity to see yesterday and that was  made

23 available to us because video was kept on a 24-ho ur a day,

24 7-day a week basis at the Brig.  Let's just point  out a

25 few features of that.
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 1 Not only was there no human contact except for

 2 interrogation, which I'll talk about later, and w ith

 3 relatively few conversations with captors for a l ong time,

 4 but the lack of interaction was heightened by the  way

 5 Mr. al-Marri was treated.  Your Honor saw him.  T he only

 6 time he was allowed to move about, it was with go ggles and

 7 earmuffs.  It's one thing to have somebody move a bout a

 8 facility in shackles and handcuffs.  That's -- it 's true.

 9 That's routine in Bureau of Prisons facilities an d in, I

10 think, most correctional facilities.  But to blin dfold and

11 earmuff somebody every time they move around to a void even

12 the opportunity to view another person, the oppor tunity to

13 hear another person, is an extraordinary and extr emely

14 harsh thing to do and just really goes to the ver y essence

15 of what it is to be treated as a human being.  Hu man

16 beings are social.  I think Dr. Sirratt said that .  And

17 the notion of treating somebody as if it doesn't matter,

18 as if that is something other than -- and I heard  the

19 Government say that Mr. al-Marri was not tortured .  That,

20 to me, is torture, to keep somebody from having e ven the

21 most rudimentary human interaction that goes alon g with

22 seeing other people and hearing other people.

23 Your Honor also saw the extraordinary sensory

24 deprivation that Mr. al-Marri experienced in his cell for

25 months and months and months at the Brig.  We sat  and
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 1 watched for something like three minutes or so

 2 Mr. al-Marri uncomfortably shifting his position on his

 3 metal bed where there was no mattress.  There was  nothing

 4 there.  I think in that case he was able to put t oilet

 5 paper underneath his head at some point to try to  use it

 6 as a pillow, but that was the closest thing to so ft in

 7 that room.  It was a cold, hard, metallic, cement

 8 existence.  And that existence is one that is, ag ain,

 9 almost inconceivable.  You know, we wake up in ou r beds

10 and those beds have a softness to them and that h elps us

11 get through the night and it does help us get thr ough the

12 day because we can touch and feel things that giv e when we

13 touch and feel them.  Mr. al-Marri didn't have th at for

14 months and months at a time.

15 I was thinking about that 3-minute video and I

16 was thinking to myself that meant that 3 minutes was

17 repeated 20 times in that hour and that 3 minutes  was

18 repeated another 24 times in that day and it was day after

19 day and week after week and month after month.  T hat is

20 exceptional, it's extraordinary, it's brutal, and  it's the

21 kind of thing that ought to be recognized in a se ntence

22 that promotes respect for the law.

23 The result of all this of course, Your Honor, is

24 predictable.  It has devastating effects on a per son's

25 mental health.  It creates obsessiveness, a situa tion
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 1 where people would, for example, think that noxio us odors

 2 are being introduced into their cell when they're  not or

 3 when you become obsessively preoccupied with soun ds, for

 4 example the sound of a fan or the slamming of a d oor.

 5 As one Court said in one of the cases that we

 6 cited to Your Honor, that sort of isolation, that  sort of

 7 sensory deprivation is worse than a lashing by a cat of

 8 nine tails.  It's truly horrible punishment and m ost

 9 respectfully, Your Honor, it deserves some credit .  

10 So I've talked about the indefiniteness.  I've

11 talked about the isolation.  I want to talk, thir d, about

12 the interrogation.  Your Honor has learned a lot about

13 that interrogation and, candidly, the Court knows  probably

14 more about it than we on the defense side do beca use you

15 were actually able to view the one video which we  weren't,

16 although we got a summary, and you were able to s ee the

17 longer memos which we do trust are adequately cap tured in

18 the summaries that Your Honor required.

19 That interrogation the Government describes

20 today as consistent with the Army Field Manual ot her than

21 the one interrogation in which Mr. al-Marri was g agged,

22 his mouth stuffed with -- I believe it was towels  and duct

23 tape -- but that's not correct.  The methods of

24 interrogation that were used on Mr. al-Marri are methods

25 that have been repudiated correctly by the Govern ment
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 1 today and that are inappropriate for a society of  laws.

 2 What we know is that, among other things,

 3 Mr. al-Marri was told that if he did not answer t he

 4 questions of the interrogators and did not cooper ate with

 5 them that his family would be rounded up, that th ey would

 6 be tortured in cells next to him where he could h ear them.

 7 He was shown pictures of them to drive this point  home.

 8 Mr. al-Marri -- that doesn't necessarily appear i n each of

 9 the summaries, but Mr. al-Marri wrote about that at the

10 time and related it and it's consistent as we kno w with

11 evidence of what the Government has done in other  cases to

12 lend credibility to it.

13 It's almost impossible to imagine somebody going

14 through that.  It's almost impossible to imagine the type

15 of -- being interrogated in the way that Mr. al-M arri was

16 with those kinds of threats, not only to him but to his

17 family, that he would disappear, that his wife wo uld be

18 raped, this sort of thing that we've put in our p apers.

19 I understand that the Government thinks that may

20 not be violative of the U.S. Army Field Manual.

21 Respectfully, it's violative of basic human right s, human

22 decency, and it goes to the conditions under whic h he was

23 confined which he had to endure and which simply ought to

24 in a good system of justice play a role in the ad ditional

25 punishment that was meted out.  Why?  Because You r Honor
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 1 will have a sense of what the punishment ought to  be for

 2 Mr. al-Marri's case and some of that punishment h as

 3 already been visited upon him.  

 4 And I want to take a quick detour here to

 5 address a point that Your Honor raised with Ms. B altes in

 6 your colloquy with her this morning and that was whether

 7 he was really being held for the same thing as wh at he's

 8 charged with here.

 9 I understand Ms. Baltes' position, which is he

10 could have been held in a military situation on t he

11 battlefield and so forth and never charged and, t herefore,

12 there would never be credit for anything.  But he re

13 there's just no question but that the facts under  which he

14 was being held -- and it's not simply association  with

15 al-Qaeda because the Rapp Declaration, Your Honor , didn't

16 come out of no where.  The Government didn't subm it that

17 Rapp Declaration out of the goodness of their hea rts.

18 They submitted that Rapp Declaration because Mr. al-Marri,

19 as Your Honor will recall because the matter was

20 originally before you, challenged his confinement  by

21 filing a petition for a writ of habeas corpus and  in

22 response to that petition the Government justifie d his

23 continued detention with that declaration and oth er

24 material and that declaration and that other mate rial is

25 absolutely on all fours with the charges in this case.
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 1 If you compare the Rapp Declaration with the

 2 stipulation of facts in our plea agreement, the b asis

 3 is -- the overlap is extreme.  There is discussio n of

 4 Mr. al-Marri's participation in the training camp s.

 5 There's discussion of him having met Khalid Sheik h

 6 Mohammed and agreeing to assist al-Qaeda.  There' s

 7 discussion of the fact that he received money fro m

 8 al-Hawsawi to buy, for example, a laptop computer .

 9 There's discussion of the communications with Kha lid

10 Sheikh Mohammed and the codes.  There's discussio n of his

11 failed communications with others.  There's discu ssion of

12 his use of computers to research cyanide.

13 The guts of this case -- not only the guts, but

14 the details of this case are identical to the rea sons he

15 was being held.  The notion that that should fact or in not

16 one single bit to punishment in this case because  it was a

17 different sort of detention is an extraordinary o ne.  

18 And that, Your Honor, is a different argument.

19 Let me be clear of what I'm not saying because yo u pointed

20 out that we agree about credit for time served.  We'll

21 litigate that issue if we have to with the Bureau  of

22 Prisons.  That is to say we're going to request t hat the

23 Bureau of Prisons -- the Bureau of Prisons said t hey're

24 not going to give credit for time served.  If we have to

25 challenge that determination we will.  We think t hat there
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 1 is a good argument under 3585.  The Bureau of Pri sons

 2 disagrees.  That's for another Court at another t ime.

 3 Probably not Your Honor because if I understand t he law

 4 correctly, if we do something it would be filed i n

 5 whatever district he's being held.

 6 But we don't need to look forward to that.  This

 7 is not a -- this is not for this Court to decide,  as Your

 8 Honor has pointed out, the 3585 area.  What Your Honor is

 9 deciding is the issue of whether it's appropriate  to

10 depart downward based upon conditions that Mr. al -Marri

11 suffered during the time he was an enemy combatan t and

12 during the time that he was held for precisely th e same

13 reasons as underlie this very case.

14 I began to talk -- let me say something else

15 before I move on from the interrogations because the

16 interrogation issue overlaps some of the other

17 deprivations that Mr. al-Marri suffered because, as Your

18 Honor knows, part of interrogation method was to keep him

19 in an uncomfortable, to make it euphemistic, sett ing and,

20 for example, to deprive him of his Quran when tha t would

21 advance the interrogation process.  One can have one's own

22 views about whether that's appropriate to use rel igion in

23 that way.  Whether it's appropriate or not, it's

24 extraordinary.  It's harsh.  The Court ought to c onsider

25 it in determining whether to depart downward.
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 1 But the sensory deprivations go beyond that of

 2 course.  In addition to the cell that Your Honor saw

 3 Mr. al-Marri attempting to get comfortable on top  of the

 4 bed, underneath the bed, crawling around the floo r, that

 5 cell, as Your Honor knows, had no sunlight.  The windows

 6 were blacked out and there was a magnet even over  the

 7 little window that looked out into the hallway or

 8 corridor.

 9 As I mentioned, there was nothing soft in there,

10 not even eventually when he gets -- if I can appr oach to

11 show the Court -- the suicide blanket, which is

12 Defendant's Exhibit 1.  This blanket just doesn't  cover a

13 person.  It's harsh.  It's thin.  It is not soft.   It does

14 not give the tactile sensation that human beings need in

15 order to survive day to day.  We brought it to th e Court

16 so Your Honor could have a sense of that.

17 Your Honor heard about the grating noise of the

18 fan, about the fact that for months Mr. al-Marri can't see

19 without glasses, was not provided with glasses so  he could

20 not even experience the harsh environment that wa s around

21 him.  He was deprived of basic hygiene items such  as a

22 toothbrush, dental floss, tooth paste, soap.  At times he

23 was deprived of socks or footwear, clean clothes.   And

24 throughout he had absolutely no privacy.  Now man y inmates

25 don't have privacy.  Privacy is something that go es away
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 1 when you're in prison.  But Mr. al-Marri was unde r 24 hour

 2 surveillance 7 days a week even when he engaged i n the

 3 most personal private bodily functions.

 4 All of this, as we pointed out in our papers,

 5 Your Honor, is contrary to Bureau of Prisons stan dards, to

 6 ACE standards and really the standards of human r ights and

 7 human decency and they ought to be considered by Your

 8 Honor in determining whether Mr. al-Marri's sente nce

 9 should be decreased because of the punishment he has

10 already endured.

11 Now I just want to add one thing because Your

12 Honor specifically pointed us to this late yester day

13 afternoon and that is you asked about the conditi ons

14 elsewhere.  We have provided literature to the Co urt --

15 that is other than in the Brig because the Court is

16 correct that Mr. al-Marri was at the Brig for obv iously a

17 long period, from June 23, 2003 until March of th is year,

18 almost six years, but since then he has been at P ekin and

19 the situation there is not like that for sure, bu t it

20 remains a situation where he's isolated, has no c ontact

21 with people.  It remains in that way different fr om what

22 other prisoners experience because the SHU where he's held

23 is typically reserved for people who have committ ed some

24 institutional infraction, who are there because t hey're in

25 administrative segregation.  That obviously is no t the
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 1 case.  He's there forever.

 2 We obviously take issue with the Government's

 3 position that Mr. al-Marri's indefinite detention  was

 4 justified by the laws of war and was constitution al.  At

 5 the very least, I think anybody would have to con cede that

 6 that issue was a cutting edge legal one.  In fact , as Your

 7 Honor well knows, it was one as to which the Supr eme Court

 8 had granted certiorari and was going to consider in this

 9 very case before the matter became mooted.  We be lieve of

10 course that we have the better of the argument, t hat

11 Congress did not in fact authorize that detention  under

12 the AUMF, that it was inappropriate to exercise d omestic

13 military jurisdiction when the civil courts of ou r nation

14 were operating and that the President or the exec utive

15 does not have inherent authority to seize and det ain

16 people who are arrested here in the United States .

17 But those issues are not issues for Your Honor

18 now and they were mooted, but we just want to mak e sure

19 that we don't concede what the Government's posit ion is,

20 that somehow his detention was lawful.

21 That said, it's not the lawfulness or

22 unlawfulness that's really before Your Honor.  Wh at's

23 before Your Honor is the experience of it and we hope that

24 by virtue of the presentation that we've made tha t we've

25 given the Court some insight into what that exper ience
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 1 was, how intimidating and scary and brutal and di fficult

 2 it was for anybody, even somebody like Mr. al-Mar ri who is

 3 in fact strong and resilient.

 4 I want to go back to something that I failed to

 5 mention before with respect to Mr. al-Marri's lik elihood

 6 of recidivism and this is something that not much  has been

 7 made of here, but really should.

 8 Exhibit 78 to our sentencing memo --

 9 unfortunately the hard copy that we provided, it got left

10 out of, but it's in the one that was filed public ly.  Let

11 me just grab it.  It's the document whereby the G overnment

12 ultimately vacated the special administrative mea sures as

13 to Mr. al-Marri and it did that based upon a find ing that

14 Mr. al-Marri was no longer a danger to communicat e with

15 al-Qaeda or others.  And I would commend that doc ument to

16 Your Honor so you can take a look at it because i t bears

17 directly on the issue of recidivism as was raised  by Major

18 Sirratt, goes to his future dangerousness.

19 This is July 7 of this year and it says:  "After

20 further analysis" - it's a memo to Mr. al-Marri f rom the

21 warden at Pekin.  It says:  "After further analys is of

22 your communications, conduct and guilty plea, the

23 Counterterrorism Section of the National Security  Division

24 believes there is no longer a substantial risk th at your

25 communication or contacts with persons could resu lt in
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 1 death or serious bodily injury to persons or subs tantial

 2 damage to property that will entail the risk of d eath or

 3 serious bodily injury to persons.  The U.S. Attor ney's for

 4 the Central District of Illinois and the Federal Bureau of

 5 Investigations concur in this request.  Therefore , your

 6 SAM", standing for Special Administration Measure  -- "is

 7 hereby vacated."

 8 That's significant because Your Honor has seen

 9 what the SAMs were and what they meant and among the

10 things they meant were it created extreme difficu lty for

11 Mr. al-Marri in terms of getting materials to rea d, in

12 terms of correspondence, so forth.  

13 And I want to turn to that because we've talked

14 about sensory deprivation.  One of the things tha t strikes

15 you when you look at that video of Mr. al-Marri o n that

16 hard, metal bed is that he has nothing to do.  Ob viously

17 there's no television there, but there's no books , nothing

18 to read, nothing to write with, there's no Quran.   For

19 months and months he's deprived of those sorts of  things

20 that will keep a person from literally going craz y from

21 boredom and inability to keep themselves occupied .  I

22 think what it would be like to go through a day l ike that,

23 let alone day after day, week after week and mont h after

24 week and year after year.  

25 And year after year as well, Mr. al-Marri is
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 1 deprived of contact with his family.  You know, f amily

 2 contact is something that's part of the usual pri soner or

 3 inmate's life.  They can call.  They can write.  They can

 4 receive visitors.  For years Mr. al-Marri couldn' t call.

 5 For years the only writing -- he couldn't write o r receive

 6 letters and when he did they were delayed by mont hs or

 7 even up to a year we heard yesterday.  He still t o this

 8 day has never received a visit from a family memb er.  It's

 9 almost extraordinary to think about, that that's the kind

10 of thing that we would do to somebody, but that's  what has

11 been done to him and that remains the case to thi s day.

12 Now this day he does have calls.  Now he has --

13 I think it's going to be fewer, but he now gets p eriodic

14 calls with his family.  He does have the opportun ity now

15 to receive letters, although they remain delayed because

16 they have to be reviewed if they are in Arabic an d Your

17 Honor saws what happens when they do get reviewed  in terms

18 of the types of redactions that take place.

19 The family contact is also part of what it is to

20 be human and you're going to see in a moment what

21 Mr. al-Marri's family is composed of and you'll h ave an

22 opportunity to see what it is he has missed as a result of

23 all that.

24 But these are the extraordinary -- and I agree

25 with Ms. Baltes -- the conditions of his confinem ent that
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 1 are different from other criminal defendants.  An d as Your

 2 Honor ponders the quantum of punishment that Mr. al-Marri

 3 ought to receive, I would request on his behalf t hat you

 4 reduce that punishment to account for the punishm ent he

 5 has already received and that's punishment that i s

 6 exceptional and warrants treatment that is nuance d and

 7 based upon his particular case.

 8 Now when I say "based upon his particular case",

 9 in no way -- and when we turn to the 3553(a) fact ors, of

10 course we're going to address this.  In no way do es that

11 mean to undermine the seriousness of his crime.  He

12 recognizes it.  We recognize it.  He's facing a l ot of

13 time as a result of that.

14 And let me just detour to address a point that

15 Your Honor made that I completely understand, whi ch is

16 Your Honor said each week you sentence people to very long

17 sentences on drug offenses in what seems like les s serious

18 crimes in some ways.  You know, that's Congress' will

19 unfortunately.  The sentences for drug offenses a re very

20 long.  I often have wished they weren't.  But you  should

21 know that in this case, you know, the available s entence

22 before the Patriot Act, which was passed in the f all of

23 2001, for material support was 10 years.  Congres s, in

24 light of what occurred here, extended the maximum  to

25 15 years for that.  The fact that it's a serious offense
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 1 certainly should weigh in the analysis, but the a mount of

 2 punishment that one receives should be proportion ate and

 3 should be proportionate in the sense not only to other

 4 cases, which we're going to talk about later, not  only to

 5 the extent that uniformity is promoted by the sen tencing

 6 guidelines, but it should account for the punishm ent that

 7 one has already experienced as a result of the ve ry same

 8 acts for which he stands before the Court for sen tencing.

 9 Judge, if it's okay with Your Honor, we would

10 like now, Mr. Savage will present to Your Honor a  video

11 tape that goes to actually the second 3553(a) fac tor,

12 which is the history and characteristics of the d efendant.

13 Then I'll come back and I'll address each of the other

14 3553(a) factors and then we'll be finished.

15 THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.  Mr. Savage?

16 MR. SAVAGE:  May it please the Court.  Good

17 morning, Judge.  Judge, a couple of matters.  You  had

18 asked earlier about the report of his financial c ondition.

19 Mr. al-Marri is going to make a statement to the Court and

20 I would urge the Court to question him about that  if you

21 would like.  As I understand it, that is a family

22 business.  He was in the auto parts business in D oha.

23 Following his detention here, that business went down the

24 drain.  And the amount of money is not U.S. curre ncy

25 but Riyal.
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 1 THE COURT:  What's the difference?

 2 MR. SAVAGE:  It's about half.  Is that right?

 3 3.6 to the dollar.

 4 THE COURT:  Thank you.

 5 MR. SAVAGE:  One other thing, Judge, before I go

 6 into the video.  One of the contractors -- and th ose

 7 contractors are unnamed, so I want to be careful what I'm

 8 saying here.  But there was one who participated in the

 9 events of March 11, 2004 that Your Honor had an

10 opportunity to see the video and to read the summ ary that

11 testified this year before Congress, the Senate J udiciary

12 Committee in May of this year, where -- he, who i s now no

13 longer a government employee -- condemned the enh anced

14 interrogation techniques, those techniques which were used

15 on March 11 against Mr. al-Marri, stating that th ey were

16 worthless and groundless, they were morally in op position

17 to what America stands for.  That was the day tha t

18 Mr. al-Marri was not water boarded, but the effec t of the

19 interrogation techniques were the same.  That is he was

20 gagged in his mouth and he was taped three differ ent

21 occasions, one up to 15 minutes long, to give the  same

22 sense of deprivation of air that is the same thin g that

23 the water board does.

24 In addition to that, the United States Attorney

25 this summer released many documents about the CIA
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 1 techniques and other techniques that are used, co ndemning

 2 the very same techniques that were used against

 3 Mr. al-Marri on many occasions during those inter views:

 4 The threats of physical abuse against him, the ac tual

 5 physical abuse against him, the threats against h is

 6 family, the sexual acts he was threatened with an d his

 7 family was threatened with, the fact that he was told that

 8 he would be released and the government would rep ort that

 9 he had escaped.  Certainly that does say that he was

10 tortured at that time.

11 Your Honor, I came into the case when Mr. Berman

12 called me in June of 2004 when the Supreme Court

13 determined that people who were in the status tha t

14 Mr. al-Marri was being held in were entitled to c ounsel.

15 At that time we went through a pretty intense bac kground

16 investigation that led to a top secret security c learance

17 and we were permitted to see Mr. al-Marri in Octo ber of

18 that year.  Some nine months later my wife, Chery l, who is

19 not a lawyer but works in our office, also went t hrough a

20 background check and she as well was given permis sion to

21 see Mr. al-Marri.  We have maintained his primary  contact

22 with the outside world for several years and our

23 observations of him, our in-depth conversations, which

24 actually were a thousand hours, there was a great

25 dichotomy between the allegations charged against  him and
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 1 our impressions of him at that time.  We thought it was

 2 incumbent upon us to look into this a little bit further

 3 and in doing that we traveled to the Middle East

 4 approximately a year ago to look into whether or not he

 5 had been truthful with us, what his family was li ke, what

 6 his religious beliefs were like, what his busines s

 7 reputation was, and I would like to present to yo u a very

 8 short summary of that trip.

 9 (Video played)  

10 Ali is one of a family of 12 children.  His

11 father, as you know, is recently deceased.  His m other is

12 alive.  Cheryl had an opportunity to speak with h is

13 mother.  Because of the culture there, I was proh ibited

14 from speaking to any of the women who were post-p uberty.

15 His brother Naji, who is pictured on the screen n ow, and

16 his brother Mohammed are both older than him.  Mo hammed

17 was trained as a civil engineer at the University  of

18 Texas.  Naji attended Bradley University in the e arly

19 eighties.  Both of them work in the oil and gas i ndustry

20 in Saudi Arabia.

21 When Ali left home, he left several family

22 members, all very close family members.  The gent leman on

23 the top right is his cousin.  His brother is next  to him.

24 Another brother is next to him.  Another brother.   The

25 young man on the left with his hand on his head i s his
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 1 eldest son.  In front of him are other brothers, one

 2 cousin and his baby child who was six months of a ge when

 3 he was originally detained.  The young man on the  right is

 4 a nephew.  

 5 Abdalhadi, Naji, Mohammed and his cousins all

 6 have since his arrival in Pekin been able to spea k to him,

 7 so he has maintained since his arrival communicat ion by

 8 telephone with his brothers and as well with his wife.  He

 9 was not able to do that at all until the first ca ll in

10 2007.  He had another call in the Brig in -- excu se me,

11 2008, and then he had another second call in 2009 .

12 We have a video of his family that was taken at

13 the same residence.  This is his brother Mohammed 's

14 residence in Saudi Arabia.  The audio is not on.  This is

15 when I was speaking to his older brother, Mohamme d.

16 Mohammed represents himself as a spokesman for th e family.

17 Well, let's pass on.

18 THE COURT:  While they're doing that, just a

19 question.  There has been a reference, there was

20 yesterday, to a brother that was being held in Gu antanamo.

21 Is that -- what is his status?

22 MR. SAVAGE:  His brother Jarrallah, who was

23 detained on the same day, December 12 of 2001, in

24 Pakistan, he was taken from Pakistan and he was p laced in

25 American custody.  He was then taken to another a ir base
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 1 in Afghanistan and then to Guantanamo.  One day i n the

 2 summer of July of 2008 when he went to bed, he wa s a

 3 terrorist.  When he woke up, he went home.  No ex planation

 4 given.  He is now living in Doha.  He's not under  any

 5 restrictions in the country of Doha.  There was n o request

 6 by the American government to limit his restricti ons.  His

 7 passport was returned to him by December, I belie ve, of

 8 last year.  So in theory he could go any place, d o

 9 anything he wants.  But he's engaged in a busines s now in

10 Doha and is leading a life of a law abiding citiz en, never

11 tried.

12 THE COURT:  Are you ready to proceed now?  Let's

13 try it.

14 (Video played) 

15 MR. SAVAGE:  You will notice that you don't see

16 any of his sisters.  The men are basically segreg ated from

17 the women, particularly when guests are around.  They are

18 all very, what I would say, conservative in their

19 political beliefs.  They are all very religious.  They are

20 all well thought of in their community.  There ha s been

21 some family taint because of the arrest of their younger

22 brothers, but they are still engaged in business and hold

23 very responsible positions in the community.

24 Ali was a good parent as reported by the family.

25 This is his younger son.  The pictures that you s aw there
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 1 are actually outside in the desert in a family ho me there

 2 similar to what you would think of in the states as being

 3 a summer home.  We might choose to be around a la ke or

 4 water, but they choose to be in the desert.

 5 Judge, after several years at the Brig and at

 6 the urging of the Brig staff, Ali was allowed to receive a

 7 video from his family and I believe this was in l ate 2007.

 8 It took some time to go through the clearance, bu t he was

 9 eventually allowed to see this and we'll show an example

10 of that, please.

11 (Video played) 

12 These are his daughters doing their homework and

13 singing songs.  This is showing now their achieve ments in

14 school.  Of course they don't study all the time.   A kiss

15 from his daughter.  

16 Judge, when we were there we wanted to explore

17 the community.  We wanted to see the business wor ld in

18 which he worked.  We wanted to know what his repu tation

19 was.  And I must say that we spoke to Sunis and S hi'a.

20 The idea that he would harm somebody who was Shi' a is

21 contrary to the evidence that we discovered there .  He

22 worked side by side with them.  Let's show the vi deo about

23 his employment.

24 (Video played) 

25 MR. SAVAGE:  We knew that his brothers had been
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 1 schooled in America and we were curious as to why  that

 2 was.  We wanted to know what type -- what role re ligion

 3 played in Ali's life.  Your Honor, you will be ab le to

 4 hear directly from Mr. al-Marri about his religio us

 5 beliefs and how they apply to this situation.

 6 When he arrived here, he has been described as a

 7 sleeper agent, a fair description but belies the

 8 appearance that he had upon his arrival.  Can we put up

 9 the photograph?  That's a picture that was taken of him in

10 2001 shortly after his arrival.  His wife of cour se is not

11 in the photograph, although she was in America, b ecause of

12 the cultural attitude towards photographers and o ne of his

13 daughters is missing from that photograph.  No on e in his

14 family, the children or his wife, could speak any  English.

15 Mr. al-Marri's English at that time was not what it is

16 today.  Of course he has been speaking exclusivel y English

17 since December of 2001.

18 But it was apparent upon his arrival where he

19 had come from and he immediately after his arriva l came

20 under the scrutiny of the FBI through reports of citizens

21 that saw him, heard his language and were concern ed about

22 him.  He was not unknown when he arrived.  I beli eve the

23 taxicab that drove him from Chicago to Peoria fir st

24 reported him and others at Bradley University rep orted him

25 as being a suspicious person, all because of how he looked
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 1 and how he spoke.

 2 Over the years that he has been incarcerated,

 3 his family has changed.  His oldest son, Abdulhad i, was

 4 10 years of age in 2001.  He was 8.  I'm sorry.  He was

 5 8 years of age in 2001 and there's a picture of h im today

 6 or last year.  His daughters, who are twins, Mary am and

 7 Hajar, were 7 years of age.  They are now post-pu berty, so

 8 we don't have photographs of how they look today.   This is

 9 Khaola.  She was 3 years of age at the time.  Thi s is how

10 she looked when we were in his country last year.

11 Abdulrahman was an infant, has never spoken to hi s father,

12 and a photograph of him today or last year.  Agai n, his

13 wife is not in those photographs because of their  cultural

14 beliefs.  When she came to America, the wife was wearing

15 traditional clothing.  And as you might know, the  women at

16 least cover themselves completely.  They wear a h ead cover

17 all the time and that's how she was dressed when they

18 arrived in Chicago in September of 2000.  Thank y ou, Your

19 Honor.

20 THE COURT:  Thank you.  I think this would be a

21 good time to break for lunch.  I would like to st art again

22 at 1:15.  Do you have some additional arguments t o make?

23 MR. LUSTBERG:  Yes, Your Honor.  It will not be

24 long.

25 (Noon Recess) 
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 1 THE COURT:  Mr. Lustberg?

 2 MR. LUSTBERG:  Thank you so much, Your Honor.

 3 And let me just start by saying thank you very mu ch for

 4 the really extraordinary amount of time you have allocated

 5 to this.  It's obviously a very emotional, diffic ult and

 6 intense matter for all of us and I really would c ommend

 7 the Court for the way it's been handled.

 8 All that remains for us is to essentially apply

 9 all of what you heard to the statutory factors th at this

10 Court must consider under 18 U.S.C. 3553(a), so t o provide

11 whatever assistance we can as to an appropriate s entence

12 in this case I'll do that relatively quickly beca use I

13 don't want to repeat all of what I said before.

14 The first factor -- and I should say Ms. Baltes

15 of course accurately summarized what those factor s are.

16 The first factor is of course the nature and circ umstances

17 of the offense.  Let me be as clear as I can be.  Nothing

18 that we have said now, nothing that we will ever say and

19 I'm sure nothing Mr. Al-Marri will say should be thought

20 of as undermining in any way the recognition that  this is

21 an extremely serious offense.  Each and every one  of

22 Mr. al-Marri's actions from attending camps to ag reeing to

23 serve, to coming here and doing what he did are t hings

24 that must give rise to concern and that do deserv e

25 punishment.  The only question for the Court is w hat the
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 1 quantum of that punishment should be.

 2 In assessing the nature and circumstances of the

 3 offense, I would just add that one of the factors , as

 4 agreed, that the Court looks at is what harm was caused.

 5 And thank God, no harm was caused in a sense.

 6 Mr. al-Marri's actions, whatever they would have been, and

 7 of course they remain uncertain, never resulted i n any

 8 violent act or any other harm to American citizen s or

 9 property.  And that is a good thing.  We absolute ly

10 acknowledge that.  So I want to start with that a nd the

11 Court will weigh that appropriately, as it should , and

12 will impose a harm punishment even if that punish ment is

13 no more than that which Mr. al-Marri has already served.

14 The second factor of course is the history and

15 characteristics of the defendant.  Your Honor has  come to

16 learn a lot about Mr. al-Marri through the course  of these

17 proceedings, through the course of other proceedi ngs, and

18 as a result of all that you have read.  And we ha ve put a

19 lot in front of you to read we understand.  You h ave seen

20 and heard about his positive attributes as a fath er and

21 his religious devotion, his employment and his

22 intelligence.

23 You've also gotten a window from some of the

24 testimony that you've heard and some of what you' ve seen

25 into his humanity, his resilience, as Major Sirra tt said,
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 1 his strength, his sense of humor and his generosi ty in

 2 ways that were of course quite small because ther e wasn't

 3 much he could do for people at the Brig, but thos e who

 4 have come to know him even in passing, the marsha ls who

 5 have transported him back and forth, those person nel at

 6 Pekin.  We have had a lot of contact with all tho se people

 7 and the response we get is the same.  I guess to use

 8 Mr. Risley's point, he's kind of a nice guy.  You  sort of

 9 saw that on the tape when, even shackled and blin dfolded

10 and earmuffed, he has a big, warm smile for, you know, the

11 guard who is taking him back into custody after h e has had

12 his dental work done.  It doesn't -- it's a small  thing,

13 but what it shows is fundamentally Mr. al-Marri's  humanity

14 and it's that humanity that really is the reason I think

15 why this group of attorneys who are here today ha ve stood

16 by him for so many years.

17 I have been involved with Mr. al-Marri since

18 2002.  And like Mr. Berman who wrote to the Court , we have

19 come to know him under what was truly the worst o f

20 circumstances.  What we have come to know is a ma n who

21 loves people and who can be loved, who cares abou t people

22 and who accepts caring from people, who learns, w ho has a

23 mind that really is a sponge.  He's open minded.  And not

24 only in terms of learning about his own faith, bu t who

25 will listen to people about their own beliefs.  W ho has
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 1 taken away from all of it a love of, a caring for  and a

 2 knowledge about this great country of ours that, believe

 3 it or not, even with what he's going through, mea ns that,

 4 in our view, he will never reoffend.  Those are t he

 5 history and characteristics of this extraordinary  person

 6 in many ways.

 7 The third factor that the Court must consider is

 8 just punishment and respect for the law.  I just want to

 9 spend a minute if I can on that, Your Honor, beca use I've

10 been to a lot of sentencings under 3553(a) and ty pically

11 that factor of just punishment which appears in

12 3553(a)(2)(A), and which also mentions reflecting  the

13 seriousness of the offense, which we have complet ely

14 acknowledged, but the question of just punishment  is one

15 that typically Courts use to impose more rather t han less

16 punishment.

17 In this unique situation, just punishment and

18 respect for the law requires respectfully that th is Court

19 take into account what Mr. Al-Marri has been thro ugh and

20 the punishment he has already endured.  The indef inite

21 detention, the isolation, the sensory deprivation , the

22 interrogations all make what he has experienced s omething

23 that must be recognized.

24 When I talk to people, regular Americans -- my

25 father is a truck driver -- and I tell them that there's a
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 1 chance that this man will be sentenced and what h e's gone

 2 through would not be recognized by the Court, tho se people

 3 are astounded.  And I'm not saying of course that 's what's

 4 going to happen.  But what I guess I'm saying is in order

 5 to foster a respect for this country and the law that

 6 really is what this country is all about, this Co urt

 7 should not ignore what Mr. al-Marri has gone thro ugh,

 8 particularly when some of that is policy that has  been

 9 repudiated by our Government.

10 I do have to address deterrence of course and,

11 as always, there are two forms of deterrence.  Th ere's

12 general deterrence and specific deterrence.  Anyb ody who

13 knows what Mr. al-Marri has gone through in this case,

14 it's gotten a great deal of public attention, wou ld of

15 course be deterred from engaging in acts such as those

16 that he engaged in.  It may be difficult to deter

17 terrorism, as some say, but anybody who knows wha t he has

18 been through, the punishment he has endured, the

19 proceeding that he faces today will certainly thi nk twice.

20 And that's really what the Court has to think

21 about.  You want to send a message, but that mess age has

22 been sent out and sent out more poignantly than e ver when

23 you look at these videos of what this man has bee n

24 through.  Removed from his family for eight long years,

25 isolated and abused.  Personally that sort of tre atment
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 1 will certainly deter.  This is a serious crime an d it has

 2 been treated seriously.  There is plenty of deter rence

 3 here.

 4 With respect to specific deterrence and

 5 protection of the public, I think we have made ou r

 6 arguments with respect to Mr. al-Marri and his li kelihood

 7 of recidivism.  As I mentioned earlier this morni ng,

 8 there's no question that at least to a certain ex tent --

 9 even the Government in its own documents with res pect to

10 vacating the SAMs has some level of agreement wit h that.

11 But one thing he also know that hasn't yet been

12 mentioned --

13 THE COURT:  Well, I want to stop you a moment

14 because I read that document that you mentioned a nd as I

15 understand the document all it says is as of this  date --

16 MR. LUSTBERG:  July.

17 THE COURT:  -- we don't believe that that

18 problem exists while you're -- he's in custody wh ile this

19 is being written.

20 MR. LUSTBERG:  Right.

21 THE COURT:  Of allowing him to communicate.  I

22 don't see how you get from that to we believe you 're not

23 going to go out and commit a terrorist act in the  future.

24 MR. LUSTBERG:  Of course the SAMs had been in

25 place all along while he was in custody.
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 1  THE COURT:  I understand.

 2 MR. LUSTBERG:  So the question is could he be

 3 trusted.  There certainly came a time when -- par tly, I

 4 think -- and, you know, I was part of the discuss ions

 5 about that.  The sense was, look, we were now in 2009.

 6 His contacts with al-Qaeda happened back in 2001.

 7 THE COURT:  They were all stale.

 8 MR. LUSTBERG:  They were all stale.  So really

 9 the likelihood of his communicating with al-Qaeda  had

10 dissipated, but for the same reason -- after all,  his

11 crime was all about communicating.  The likelihoo d of his

12 reassociating with al-Qaeda likewise has dissipat ed over

13 time.  So I think it's at least relevant.  For su re, it's

14 not a direct reflection of anybody saying he's no t a risk,

15 but certainly there was a recognition that he was  no

16 longer any kind of risk of committing those sorts  of

17 offenses at that time so the SAMs were not necess ary.  I

18 don't think there is any evidence, in fact I know  there's

19 none, that since the SAMs have been vacated there  has been

20 any conduct that would cause anybody to second gu ess that

21 decision.

22 But beyond that, one thing we haven't really

23 talked about -- and the Court will recall this be cause we

24 had a discussion about it at the time of the guil ty plea.

25 As Your Honor may recall, one of the conditions o f the
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 1 guilty plea is that at the conclusion of whatever  sentence

 2 the Court imposes, Mr. Al-Marri is to be deported .  He's

 3 not permitted to defend against deportation proce edings.

 4 He has agreed to it.  He will be removed from Ame rican

 5 soil.  Now I mean obviously these offenses are

 6 international in nature and doesn't preclude some body from

 7 doing something wrong, but it certainly lessens t he

 8 likelihood that he will do anything, that he will  -- that

 9 he can do anything here for sure.  And the chance s of him

10 ever coming back here, if ever he would do that - - it's

11 hard to imagine he would after what's has been th rough --

12 but the chances that he would be allowed back are  none.

13 So in terms of reoffending at least in the way

14 that he offended this time, the probabilities are  just

15 exceptionally low and that is built into the plea

16 agreement between the parties and I think bears

17 mentioning.

18 But more than that -- and I think one can

19 understand it when we see the video from this mor ning --

20 he wants to go home.  He wants to go home to thos e

21 children and that family.  He wants to -- it's go ing to be

22 a difficult transition, but he wants to become pa rt of

23 their lives again.  It's completely understandabl e.

24 That's the person he wants to become.  It's the p erson he

25 was and he wants to return to it.
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 1 But even more so, this is a defendant who simply

 2 has learned his lesson.  But more than that, he h as

 3 learned about this country.  He has learned about  the

 4 country from Andy and Cheryl Savage, from Mark Be rman.  He

 5 has learned about this country from Brig staff, f rom the

 6 incredibly gracious people at Pekin, from the mar shals

 7 that transport him back and forth to court.  He k nows that

 8 this is a place that will punish him harshly, but  one

 9 that's also full of good and generous people who do not

10 deserve what al-Qaeda intended.  He feels -- and he will

11 express this to you -- at the core of his being t hat

12 violence is not what should happen.  He is not a danger

13 anymore.

14 The final factor that we have to address under

15 3553 is sentencing disparity.  I do think, Your H onor,

16 that it is appropriate to look to the Military Co mmission

17 cases and I say that with some authority because if you

18 read the Court's decision in Warsame, which I'm s ure Your

19 Honor has, you can see that the Court there in ev aluating

20 18 U.S.C. 3553(a)(6) looked to the Military Commi ssion

21 cases.  So that while of course it's true what Ms . Baltes

22 says that each case is different and can be disti nguished,

23 it's also the case that it's not inappropriate to  look at

24 Military Commission cases even though sentencing

25 guidelines don't apply in those cases.  The Court  did it
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 1 in Warsame and the Court should do it here.

 2 Obviously if you look at Hicks and look at the

 3 facts of Hicks which we set forth in our brief, t here's a

 4 tremendous amount of overlap.  The difference is that

 5 Mr. Hicks actually did fight against this country  and he

 6 got 7 years, most of which was suspended, and aft er

 7 9 months he went home.

 8 Mr. Hamdan, who was the actual driver for Osama

 9 Bin Laden and also transported weapons in that ca r, got

10 66 months.  He was given 61 months of credit for his time

11 at Guantanamo.

12 But leave aside these specific cases on the

13 grounds that they are distinguishable.  We have p rovided

14 Your Honor with data that cuts across the various  cases

15 under this particular statute, 18 U.S.C. 2339(b),  and what

16 you can see is that the average sentence for some body who

17 goes to trial -- actually I think it's for all de fendants,

18 108 defendants -- was approximately 10 years, bet ween

19 118 months to 122 depending on how many counts th ere were.

20 For people who actually pleaded guilty like Mr. a l-Marri

21 has, the average sentence is between 102 and 107 months.

22 For actual conspiracy, as opposed to the substant ive

23 count, which obviously Mr. al-Marri pled guilty t o

24 conspiracy to provide material support, and with people

25 who pleaded guilty the average sentence is 82, 83  months.
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 1 This is the sort of data that under the current s entencing

 2 regime the Court should consider respectfully.  W e would

 3 ask that you do that.

 4 In Warsame, Ms. Baltes says that the difference

 5 there was that he cooperated.  Actually I didn't note that

 6 in the opinion, but I do note that the Government  in that

 7 case did ask for a sentence beneath the guideline  range

 8 and asked for a sentence of 150 months.  But in l ight of

 9 the particular -- particularly in light of the co nditions

10 of his confinement, the Court there departed down ward to a

11 sentence of 92 months and in doing so compared hi s case to

12 the Lackawanna 6 where the sentences were between  84 and

13 120 months and that's where there actually was ev idence of

14 a plot.  And in Warsame, by the way, there was no  specific

15 violence, as I understand the facts, but it was a

16 situation where the defendant actually did act as  a

17 security guard and actually did deliver funds her e in the

18 United States.

19 I should finally note in that regard that there

20 has been a lot of mention throughout this case of  the

21 other ECs.  The one thing I would point out with respect

22 to Mr. Padilla, as the Court knows, the Court -- the Court

23 in the Padilla case did depart downward to take a ccount of

24 Mr. Padilla's custody at the very same Brig, just  a cell

25 or two away from Mr. al-Marri.  That's relevant o nly
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 1 because the Government argues here that one's tim e spent

 2 as an enemy combatant ought not necessarily be co nsidered

 3 in assessing a sentence for the criminal offense,  but it

 4 certainly was there and in that case Mr. Padilla got a

 5 substantial downward departure.  

 6 But beyond that, the Court will recall that he

 7 was not in custody at the Brig as long as -- not nearly as

 8 long as Mr. al-Marri has been or was and his cond itions,

 9 as we saw repeatedly, were not nearly as stringen t as were

10 Mr. al-Marri's.

11 For all of these reasons, the 180 months sought

12 by the Government is respectfully just too long.  Your

13 Honor, this Court sentences defendants all the ti me and

14 all the time defense attorneys get up and ask the  Court to

15 temper justice with mercy or, in the more mundane  terms

16 that we all live with today, to balance all the f actors of

17 18 U.S.C. 3553(a).  Not nearly as eloquent as say ing

18 balance justice with mercy, but that's how we tal k now.

19 This case has always been extremely difficult,

20 challenging.  It's always presented amazingly

21 sophisticated, difficult legal issues.  When I ta lk about

22 it to people, I say it's a case where actually yo u can

23 argue and cite Marbury vs. Madison and mean it.  It just

24 has had those kinds of fundamental issues.

25 And I was thinking even yesterday when Your
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 1 Honor was just ruling on the one guidelines adjus tment,

 2 once again we were right on a blank slate.  It se ems like

 3 that's been the journey that all of us have been through

 4 here.  Today the Court is again facing this chall enge of

 5 what to do with this extraordinary case, a case i n which a

 6 person was treated, as Ms. Baltes says, unlike ot her

 7 prisoners and how you weigh that against a crime that is

 8 so undoubtedly serious.

 9 What's great about this country is really put at

10 issue in this case.  On the one hand we want to p rotect

11 ourselves from harm and the Government's -- it's the

12 Government's job to do that and they have done it

13 vigorously.

14 On the other hand, the way this Court sentences

15 Mr. al-Marri will send out more than a message ab out that

16 harm.  It will send out a message about forgivene ss.  It

17 will send out a message that we do believe, as we  do in

18 this country, that people can change.  It will se nd out a

19 message that we as a county when we make mistakes  and

20 treat people poorly, we'll accept responsibility for that.

21 It will send out a message that acknowledges the humanity

22 of even people who break our laws, people who, ev en though

23 they violated a statute, even though they put us in danger

24 even, have feelings, who shouldn't be detained in  a cell

25 that's all metal and cement, people who, notwiths tanding
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 1 what they've been through, have real humor and re al

 2 humanity.

 3 Your Honor, as you go about imposing sentence on

 4 this defendant we would ask that you consider all  of that,

 5 all of those values that make us great, and that the Court

 6 depart very significantly downward from the 180 m onths

 7 that the guidelines provide for and let Mr. al-Ma rri go

 8 home.  Thank you.

 9 THE COURT:  So you're asking for a time served

10 sentence?

11 MR. LUSTBERG:  Judge, that's the request.

12 THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.  What's your

13 reply?

14 MS. BALTES:  Your Honor, there are just a few

15 points I would like to respond to and I will try to be

16 brief.

17 The Court asked about Mr. al-Marri's brother,

18 Jarrallah al-Marri.  Contrary to what Mr. Savage told the

19 Court, the defendant was released from Gitmo and he was

20 released to Qatar and not supposed to travel, him  telling

21 Qatar authorities that's what he was going to do.   In

22 fact, he went to the United Kingdom twice and onc e

23 actually was able to enter the country and the ot her time

24 he was deported and sent back to Qatar.  He was a rrested

25 or captured in 2001 in Pakistan after fleeing fro m
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 1 Afghanistan and held as an EC in Guantanamo Bay u ntil

 2 recently in 2008.

 3 One thing that I think is important to make

 4 very, very clear in this case, the defense has as serted

 5 that the interrogation of the defendant involved using

 6 enhanced interrogation techniques and that's a ve ry

 7 serious charge that the Government does not want to go

 8 unanswered in this case.

 9 The Inspector General report from the Defense

10 Intelligence Agency, a summary provided to the de fense,

11 specifically talks about the types of interrogati ons that

12 were used on the defendant and certainly the defe nse may

13 not agree with that, but that report was thorough ly

14 investigated, the interrogations of the defendant , and

15 provided that report to Congress, and I think it' s

16 important for the Court to consider the source an d the

17 amount of time that went into producing that docu ment that

18 clearly stated that that was absolutely not the c ase.  The

19 defendant was never in CIA custody and the variou s

20 exhibits that the defense put forth to the Court regarding

21 the Inspector General report from the CIA discuss ing

22 abusive techniques and enhanced interrogation tec hniques

23 are completely irrelevant in this case.

24 With respect to the overrepresentation of the

25 criminal history, the defense characterizes that the
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 1 defendant has already been significantly punished  and,

 2 therefore, has been significantly deterred and th at his

 3 confinement has transformed him into a person who  embraces

 4 Americans.  I would like to point out to the Cour t that

 5 this supposedly has happened during the years tha t he has

 6 been confined, but this is not the first time tha t he had

 7 an opportunity to live among Americans and to exp erience

 8 the way of life here.  The defendant in fact came  here in

 9 the late eighties to attend Bradley University an d

10 received a bachelor's degree.

11 THE COURT:  1983 actually.

12 MS. BALTES:  And he was here until, I believe,

13 1990 or '91.  He certainly had an opportunity to get to

14 know Americans and to understand the lifestyle, a lmost as

15 much time as he was detained since 2001.  And yet  after

16 that, that's when he subscribed to al-Qaeda's phi losophy.

17 That's when he went to the training camps and it' s after

18 that that he came to the United States in 2001.  So his

19 exposure to Americans during the last couple of y ears is

20 certainly not the first opportunity for him to un derstand

21 what the lifestyle and the culture of the United States is

22 about and to embrace it, but he rejected that bac k in 2001

23 and it certainly should be a factor for the Court  to

24 consider whether he will reject that when he's re leased

25 from custody in this case.
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 1 In addition, the defense has stated that there

 2 were numerous things that the defendant claims we re said

 3 to him by interrogators.  With all due respect, I  think

 4 what he has told his attorneys is not supported i n the

 5 record.  It's not supported by the interrogation reports.

 6 Certainly it's possible that not everything was w ritten

 7 down, but, again, it should be something for the Court to

 8 consider.

 9 THE COURT:  Well, there was at least one -- I

10 think more than one reference to him being told t hat if he

11 didn't cooperate, they could not guarantee the sa fety of

12 his family and I believe he was shown pictures of  his

13 family.

14 MS. BALTES:  He was shown pictures of his family

15 and there was one reference in the reports which was

16 turned over to the defense in which the interroga tor said,

17 "You will be kept safe, but yet in Saudi Arabia y our

18 family could be rounded up."  Certainly I'm not p utting

19 forth that assertion in any way to minimize that that was

20 told to him, but the statements that have been ma de and

21 the statements that appear in the defendant's sen tencing

22 certainly are much more detailed and much more dr amatic

23 than that account and, again, should be something  for the

24 Court to consider in light of the fact that the d efendant

25 has lied throughout.  He obviously lied to get in to the
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 1 United States.  He has pled guilty to being a sle eper

 2 agent.  We certainly heard testimony of his narci ssistic

 3 nature, his manipulative nature.  We heard testim ony from

 4 the Brig staff yesterday that he would routinely make

 5 things up to cause problems at the Brig.  So, aga in, an

 6 additional factor for the Court to consider, the source of

 7 those statements.

 8 In addition, again the conditions of

 9 confinement, the defense relies on two declaratio ns that

10 were provided by Dr. Grassien, the first one that  was

11 provided based on the underlying abuse allegation  in which

12 Dr. Grassien had not met with the defendant and t hen the

13 second one that was created for purposes of this

14 sentencing after the defendant met with Dr. Grass ien

15 several weeks ago, I believe, October 9 of 2009.

16 Just to point out -- and this is also in the

17 Government's submission earlier this week with re spect to

18 the Government's response in the underlying habea s

19 petition about conditions of confinement.  But

20 Dr. Grassien's declaration and his 5-hour discuss ion with

21 the defendant, the conclusions that he came to ab out the

22 effects of isolation were based on research that he

23 conducted for a paper that was published in 1983.   That

24 paper has been severely criticized by others who have

25 conducted research into supermax facilities as la cking any
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 1 empirical research.  Again, the Government thinks  it's

 2 important for the Court to take into consideratio n all

 3 those.

 4 It's interesting to note, too, that rather than

 5 bringing Dr. Grassien to testify here in court wh ere he

 6 would be subject to cross-examination on his view s, the

 7 defense chose to submit a declaration to the Cour t

 8 instead.

 9 I believe Your Honor correctly noted that the

10 issue with the Government's withdrawing the SAMs really

11 has no bearing on the Government's request for a lengthy

12 sentence in this case.  The SAMs were specificall y

13 withdrawn because the defendant has been detained  since

14 2001 and, therefore, his ability to communicate a nd to

15 provide information that the Government would con sider of

16 intelligence value to al-Qaeda has been greatly d iminished

17 or at this point non-existent.  That certainly ha s no

18 bearing on the defendant's ability to reconnect w ith

19 al-Qaeda once he is released from prison and, the refore,

20 just the fact the SAMs have been withdrawn in thi s case

21 should have no bearing on the likelihood that he will pose

22 a threat in the future.

23 The video that the defense showed this morning

24 shows Mr. al-Marri's family and they obviously gr eatly

25 miss him.  That's part of what the Court has to c onsider
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 1 under the 3553 factors, the defendant's history, and

 2 obviously his history includes his family.  Again , what

 3 the Court should keep in mind is that the defenda nt

 4 contemplated absence from his family.  He attende d various

 5 training camps where he was gone for months at a time away

 6 from his family, likely with no contact.  And whe n he

 7 attended those training camps, he specifically pr ovided

 8 information so that al-Qaeda could contact his fa mily in

 9 the event he was murdered.  Clearly the defendant  at that

10 time contemplated not being there to provide for his

11 family.  And although maybe he would not have int ended

12 that had been the case, he certainly contemplated  that.

13 And while it's extremely unfortunate his family h as

14 suffered because of his absence, that absence is due to

15 the conduct that the defendant chose in his life.   He

16 chose a path that led him down supporting al-Qaed a and

17 supporting a violent mission against the United S tates.

18 One last comment, Your Honor, with respect to

19 some of the issues in disparity in sentencing.  I 've

20 already commented on the Military Commission case s and

21 that I think the guidelines are not applicable in  that

22 situation.  

23 But, in addition, the defense points out the

24 Padilla case and in that case they correctly note  that the

25 District Court judge did provide a downward depar ture for
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 1 the conditions of confinement of 42 months and th e

 2 Government objected to that and that case is curr ently up

 3 on appeal.  So of course everything should be con sidered a

 4 factor by this Court in determining the appropria te

 5 sentence, but Mr. Padilla was facing 30 years and  the

 6 ultimate sentence that was handed down by the Dis trict

 7 Court judge was still in excess of the 15-year se ntence

 8 that the Government seeks in this case.

 9 The Government respectfully requests that the

10 Court deny a downward departure for conditions of

11 confinement and deny the downward departure also for

12 overrepresentation of criminal history.

13 With respect to the criminal history, the

14 terrorism enhancement was stipulated by the parti es in

15 this case.  That is pursuant to the plea agreemen t.  The

16 application of the terrorism enhancement is a two -fold

17 process.  One:  It involves the increase of 12 le vels for

18 the base offense level.  Two:  It increases the

19 defendant's criminal history to a criminal histor y

20 category VI.  There was nothing in the plea agree ment

21 where the defense was allowed to just pick and ch oose

22 which part of the terrorism enhancement be applie d and I

23 think that's very important to note.  There's a r eason why

24 the criminal history category is VI and Mr. Lustb erg has

25 discussed that.  I won't belabor the point.  I th ink the
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 1 Court is well aware of that.  But that was stipul ated to

 2 in the plea agreement.  And even though it's now being

 3 brought as a request for downward departure for

 4 overrepresentation of the criminal history, it es sentially

 5 guts the effect and application of the terrorism

 6 enhancement which is what the parties agreed to i n this

 7 case.

 8 Your Honor, the Government respectfully requests

 9 that the defendant be sentenced to 180 months in this

10 case.  The Government believes that that will sen d a

11 message regarding people that come to the United States to

12 commit terrorist acts.  Terrorism is a horrific c rime that

13 literally rips at the fabric of our society.  The

14 defendant came here ostensibly to enjoy and take advantage

15 of the educational opportunities that this countr y affords

16 to students and international students all over t he world.

17 It's ironic that this case does turn on values th at we

18 hold so dear when the reason why the defendant ca me here

19 was because he believed in al-Qaeda's mission of hatred of

20 Americans and all things American and the Governm ent

21 respectfully requests that you sentence him to 18 0 months.

22 THE COURT:  All right.  Thank you.

23 MR. LUSTBERG:  Thank you, Your Honor.  Of

24 course, Your Honor, you have Dr. Grassien's mater ials.

25 There's a 2006 article.  The purpose of submittin g it was
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 1 to show the effects that Mr. al-Marri's isolated existence

 2 have had psychologically.  Actually, you know, we  have --

 3 I don't think there's a loss of disagreement as t o what

 4 those effects are.  In fact, even Major Sirratt t alked

 5 about them to a certain extent.  That was the rea son why

 6 we didn't feel like we had to call Dr. Grassien.  But in

 7 any event, just so you understand, it's not corre ct that

 8 it's based on a 1982 article.  There's more recen t

 9 materials and the Court has it and you can weigh that

10 accordingly.

11 Second, with respect to the downward departure

12 based upon the criminal history category VI

13 overrepresenting criminal history, there was not anything

14 in the plea agreement that prevented us from maki ng that

15 motion.  We made that motion.  It's been made in other

16 cases.  It's not an effort to pick and choose or to in any

17 way repudiate our stipulation.  People stipulate to things

18 all the time and then ask for appropriate downwar d

19 departures that are specifically provided for in the

20 sentencing guidelines.  That's all we're doing an d the

21 Court has a right to hear those arguments and we have made

22 them.

23 Third, the notion -- and Your Honor correctly

24 pointed this out -- that there were threats to

25 Mr. al-Marri's family is backed up by the materia ls the
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 1 Government has turned over.  It's not that someth ing was

 2 going to happen to them in Saudi Arabia.  This is

 3 Exhibit 13.  It says -- Defendant's Exhibit 13.  "Towards

 4 the end of the session, the interrogator develope d and

 5 drove a strategy to shake Mr. al-Marri.  The inte rrogator

 6 told Mr. al-Marri that he had a job to do and if he would

 7 not cooperate he would have to have the Saudi and  Qatari

 8 authorities round up his family."  This was not s ome

 9 passive thing.

10 He would then -- he then proceeded to mention

11 all of Mr. al-Marri's siblings and some of their spouses.

12 "The interrogator then said he would be back tomo rrow for

13 his answer.  When he came back, Mr. al-Marri did not speak

14 to him or did not want to cooperate.  The interro gator

15 asked Mr. al-Marri if he had made a decision rega rding

16 cooperation, was he ready to talk or allow his fa mily in

17 Saudi Arabia and Qatar to suffer the consequences  of his

18 refusal."

19 This was not subtle.  This was not something may

20 happen.  This was a direct threat.  And the Court  is

21 correct that pictures of Mr. al-Marri's family we re used

22 to interrogate him.  It's also the case that this  is one

23 of the very same techniques that has been critici zed and

24 repudiated by the administration and that's somet hing that

25 the Court ought to the consider in deciding wheth er
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 1 Mr. al-Marri deserves any credit for the conditio ns that

 2 he endured.

 3 Finally, Judge, again I want to be clear.  It is

 4 the case that Mr. al-Marri committed a serious of fense.

 5 We don't in any way walk away from that.  It is a lso the

 6 case that he was here in the United States before  doing

 7 that.  But whatever the impulses were that led hi m to do

 8 what he did in 2001 are the very impulses that we  have to

 9 deal with now.

10 So the fact that he had the opportunities to do

11 things differently before he turned in a wrong di rection

12 at that time certainly should be considered, but it's what

13 he has learned since then that matters.  If he ha d been a

14 perfect -- and he wasn't.  I mean, he had some DW Is and so

15 forth, but his behavior before 2001 is not the is sue.  The

16 issue is what has he done since this time.  The C ourt has

17 heard a great deal about it and I'm not going to repeat

18 it, but for all the reasons I've set forth earlie r I think

19 the Court can take comfort -- and you're going to  hear

20 from Mr. al-Marri himself -- that he is not a man  who will

21 reoffend and that he has come to a completely dif ferent

22 view of this country.  

23 However, I think the best way for Your Honor to

24 understand that is to hear from Mr. al-Marri hims elf, so

25 if you would I think this might be the appropriat e time
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 1 for that.

 2 THE COURT:  All right.  Mr. al-Marri, if there's

 3 anything you wish to say before I impose sentence , now

 4 would be the time to do it.

 5 MR. AL-MARRI:  Your Honor, would you allow me to

 6 have my Quran?

 7 THE COURT:  What?

 8 MR. AL-MARRI:  My Quran.

 9 THE COURT:  Sure.

10 MR. AL-MARRI:  Before I start, I would like to

11 thank the Judge and this Court for giving us enou gh time

12 for my lawyers to present my case.  And then you must

13 understand that this statement is my writing.  I have

14 announced to my lawyer to not even correct the gr ammar

15 problems.  This is my writing.  

16 And I would like to address first something you

17 had mentioned at an earlier time, that what does that

18 mean, also as in this statement, the first paragr aph and

19 the last paragraph.  Those are a traditional Isla mic

20 opening and ending salutation.  It is in all lett ers, all

21 writings, all -- it is not specific for this case  or for

22 this issue.  It is just a matter of traditional I slamic

23 writing.

24 THE COURT:  I assume the guidance is a reference

25 to the Quran?  Is that correct?
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 1 MR. AL-MARRI:  Guidance as guidance.  You

 2 believe it is the Bible.  I believe it's the Qura n.

 3 Whatever is guiding you.

 4 THE COURT:  Okay.

 5 MR. AL-MARRI:  In the name of Allah, all praise

 6 to Allah and peace and prayer of Allah be upon hi s last

 7 messenger Mohammed, the messenger of mercy.

 8 Judge Mihm, peace be upon who follow the

 9 guidance.  I would like to start by saying that I 've been

10 waiting for this day for the last 2,880 days or t he last

11 8 years.

12 Judge Mihm, I am glad I have no blood on my hand

13 and my assistance did not cause any bloodshed or lead to

14 that either, nor would I have ever agreed to that  and I

15 will never agree to that in the future, but I am sorry for

16 providing assistance for those who would do this country

17 harm.

18 Judge Mihm, all of my captors know that I speak

19 my mind, be it in politics, religion or personal issues,

20 and you have heard some of the American people wh o were

21 responsible for detaining me that I was never vio lent or

22 expressed a desire to harm them or any American p eople,

23 with the exception of course of Dr. Sirratt, whic h I

24 believe my lawyer has showed that she was inconsi stent.

25 But for the record, I did not say what she has sa id I
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 1 said.

 2 Judge Mihm, my religious beliefs refined after

 3 or through my years of thoughtful prayers and stu dy during

 4 my incarceration I realize prohibit me from engag ing in

 5 violence towards any man.  I forcefully reject an y sort of

 6 violence for religious, political or other reason s.  I say

 7 this to the Court and I also state this to the

 8 representatives of my country who are present wit h us

 9 today.  I know that the news people are here so - - I'm

10 sorry.  I know that the news people are here, so I know my

11 word will be received by those with whom I associ ated with

12 in 2001.  You have my word.

13 I had to make my position clear when I spoke to

14 Mr. Risley and the FBI before entering my guilty plea.  At

15 that time I was not under threat or abuse and I s poke the

16 truth about my activities.  As my lawyer was pres ent at

17 that time, Mr. Risley said, "Thank you for talkin g to us

18 and being truthful with us."

19 You have seen pictures of my kids when I left

20 them 8 years ago and their recent pictures.  Miss ing all

21 of those years, missing hearing the first words o f my

22 youngest child -- missing hearing the first words  of my

23 youngest child, missing the crying of not wanting  to go to

24 school, missing solving their problems with kids in the

25 school or in the neighborhood, missing their smil e and
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 1 laughter, of buying them toys or new things, miss ing --

 2 missing not being there to take care, protect and  provide

 3 as fathers do, missing all of that and all of the

 4 father/kid activities is more than enough punishm ent.

 5 My 80-years old mother, 5 kids, wife,

 6 7 brothers, 4 sisters, more than 70 nephews and n ieces and

 7 about 12 grandchildren from my nephews and nieces  are

 8 being punished too of no fault of theirs, rather mine.  I

 9 have said more about it because it has been 8 yea rs since

10 I have seen or have been away from them.

11 Even though I am a changed person from the 2001

12 al-Marri, I hope you would look with an eye of me rcy on me

13 today.  But if not, Judge Mihm, have mercy on the  80-years

14 old -- have mercy on the 80-years old who tells m e her

15 wish is to see me before she passes away.  I have  already

16 lost my father during my incarceration.  It will be

17 unimaginable to lose both of my parents without b eing

18 there for them or saying goodbye.

19 Judge Mihm, have mercy on the child -- on the

20 wife who chose to wait for her 8 years imprisoned  husband

21 rather than going on with her life even after I a sked her

22 to do, but refused and chose to wait.

23 Judge Mihm, have mercy on the suckling infants

24 who have never -- Judge Mihm, have mercy on the s uckling

25 infants who have never seen me.  They only know m e by
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 1 name.

 2 Judge Mihm, have mercy on my American family

 3 here, my brother and sister Andy and Cheryl Savag e, who

 4 cried yesterday when -- or day before yesterday w hen they

 5 read this letter, which was one of the hardest th ings

 6 because I am causing pain and hurt to my family w hom I

 7 would give my life for, but it is out of my hand to

 8 alleviate their pain.  Judge Mihm, I am helpless to

 9 alleviate their pain, but you are not.  Judge Mih m, have

10 mercy on all of them by sending me home to my Ara bian

11 family accompanied by my American family by givin g me a

12 time served sentence.

13 Before I finish my statement, I would like to

14 give all praise and thanks to my Lord Allah, lord  of all

15 lords, for the support he gave me and is still gi ving and

16 I hope will continue.  I would like to thank my g overnment

17 who stood by me and my family during this ordeal.   And I

18 would like to thank all of the American people wh o dealt

19 with me humanely and kindly during my incarcerati on.  And,

20 Judge Mihm, as Allah and this Court are my witnes s, I

21 forgive all who harmed and caused me pain.

22 And I would like to thank -- I would like to

23 thank my legal team, Larry, Mark, John, Lee and A ndy, and

24 the behind the scenes heroes, Jenny, Eileen, Alex , Bobby

25 and Heather, who I believe have done an excellent  job.
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 1 And remember what I said in our first meeting.

 2 My opinion of you will not be affected by the rul ing of

 3 the Court as it is not in your hands as long as y ou

 4 prepare well for the case and it is beyond any do ubt that

 5 you have done that with an utmost excellence.  

 6 Last, but not least, I would like to thank my

 7 American family.  It is an honor to call them my brother

 8 and sister, Andy and Cheryl Savage, who are also part of

 9 my legal team.  You have changed my perception of  the

10 American people's generosity, kindness and their culture

11 fundamentally, to the better of course.  I will n ever do

12 anything to harm the American people.  And I will  still

13 name my future son and daughter after you as I pr omised

14 before if Allah blesses me with more children.  I  pray to

15 Allah to assist me in showing you how much I appr eciate

16 your help and show you my appreciation and not re pay you

17 because I do not believe it is possible to repay you

18 monetary or otherwise for what you have done for me.  It

19 is trying to reach the stars with -- or it is lik e trying

20 to reach the stars with my hands.  However, I wil l pray

21 and always will to the one who can.  May Allah re ward you

22 as best as he rewards any of his servants and mak e you, I

23 and our loved ones to follow the right path that will lead

24 us all to an eternity of life together in paradis e in the

25 afterlife.  Amen.
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 1 I would like to remind myself first, then my

 2 loved ones, that if today's judgment is favorable , it is

 3 from the generosity of all generous, all merciful  Allah,

 4 then the fairness of Judge Mihm and the excellenc e of my

 5 legal team lead by Mr. Andy Savage and Mr. Larry Lustberg,

 6 and if not it is due to my sins.  I advise myself  and my

 7 loved ones to accept Allah's judgment and be pati ent.  As

 8 Allah has said in the Quran, it may be that you d islike a

 9 thing which is good for you and that you like a t hing

10 which is bad for you.  Allah knows, but you do no t know.

11 Finally, glorified is your Lord, the Lord of

12 honor and power.  He is free from what they attri bute unto

13 him.  And peace be on the messengers.  All praise  and

14 thanks are to Allah, lord of the mankind and all that

15 exist.  Chapter 37:180, 182.  Thank you very much , Your

16 Honor.

17 THE COURT:  Thank you.  I'm going to take about

18 a ten minute recess and then I'll come back and i mpose

19 sentence.

20 (Recess taken) 

21 THE COURT:  My comments will be rather lengthy,

22 so it's fine with me, Mr. al-Marri, if you just r emain

23 seated.

24 MR. AL-MARRI:  Thank you.

25 THE COURT:  First of all, the Court adopts the
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 1 factual findings and guideline application as con tained in

 2 the pre-sentence report except for the one change  that I

 3 made and that has been reduced to writing.

 4 You have had quite an odyssey.  I'm not quite

 5 sure where that odyssey began or when in relation  to this

 6 case.  I don't know, for example, where and when and under

 7 what circumstances you became radicalized in your

 8 religious beliefs to the extent that you believed , I'm

 9 sure sincerely, that it was the right thing for y ou to do

10 to go to the training camps and get your training  and do

11 all of those other things that we'll be talking a bout.

12 There's no doubt that you were not only trained

13 in the camps, but in military matters, weapons, t he use of

14 poisons, codes for communicating.  It's also clea r from

15 your stipulation that you were a courier on at le ast one

16 occasion, as I recall, from al-Hawsawi to Khalid Sheikh

17 Mohammed carrying electronic equipment.

18 It's also clear to me that your trip to the

19 United States in 2000 is not just some aberrant e vent that

20 comes out of no where and goes back into no where .  That

21 makes no sense.  Although I don't know exactly wh at that

22 was, I do believe in some way it's related.  And I think

23 it's worthy of note that when you came here in 20 00 that

24 you used, I believe, a Saudi passport and gave so me false

25 information for your visa application and when yo u came
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 1 here you set up a fictitious company, AAA Carpet.   

 2 So I don't know.  I would be -- I would like to

 3 know.  I won't know.  But I would be curious to k now how

 4 you became radicalized and when because when I lo ok at

 5 your family on this screen, it's a beautiful fami ly.  It's

 6 a wonderful family.  Not just your children, but your

 7 brothers.  That's a family that anybody, whether you live

 8 in that country or here, would justifiably be ver y proud

 9 of.

10 It's also clear that you, after you came back in

11 '91, got married, you went to work and developed some very

12 good -- a very good work record, had responsible positions

13 there.  People have commented on that.  You were a

14 respected person.

15 Again, putting all of that in context, the

16 family, the respect in the community, the job, al l of

17 that, I don't understand how we get from that pic ture to

18 training in an al-Qaeda camp in Pakistan, but we know it

19 happened.

20 I might point out parenthetically right now by

21 the way that you're absolutely right about your l awyers.

22 One of the things that's clear in this case is th at the

23 lawyers on both sides have been superlative and y our

24 lawyers for a long time, as long as I've been inv olved in

25 this case and before that, have been aggressively
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 1 representing you in every court in the land up to  and

 2 including the Supreme Court.  They are very decen t people.

 3 They are good lawyers.  They are very honorable o fficers

 4 of the Court and you could not do better.  I coul d say the

 5 same thing about the Government attorneys.

 6 Anyway, so we know you came here in 2000 and

 7 then you went back and then certain events happen ed in

 8 2001.  I believe you were a courier in that year and at

 9 some point the decision was made for you to come here.

10 That was, as I understand it, an agreement that y ou made

11 with Khalid Sheikh Mohammed that you were to come  here and

12 be a sleeper agent, but you were carefully admoni shed to

13 be here by the 10th of September.  And we all kno w what

14 happened on September 11.  Someone cited the numb er

15 earlier.  I don't know, I don't recall the exact number,

16 but it's just under 3,000 people were murdered th at day by

17 the planes that flew into the World Trade Center and the

18 Defense Department.

19 You said in your statement -- and, again, I have

20 great respect for what you said in your statement .  I had

21 the sense that you were being sincere.  But one o f the

22 things you said was, "Nor have I ever agreed to d o harm."

23 With all due respect, I don't agree with that.  I t's hard

24 to know the extent to which you had specific idea s about

25 what you might ultimately be doing here in the Un ited
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 1 States as a sleeper agent when you finally did ge t that

 2 e-mail or that phone call about this is what ther e is to

 3 be done, but it's also clear in my mind that as o f

 4 September 11 you had to know what was going to be  expected

 5 of you.

 6 And I've thought a lot about this case and

 7 struggled with the idea of what the just sentence  would

 8 be.  One of the things that popped into my mind w hen I was

 9 thinking about this was, you know, I recall where  I was

10 when I first heard about the planes going into th e World

11 Trade Center.  I was right out here in the parkin g lot

12 coming to work after a meeting at a hospital.  I think

13 every American knows where they were that day.  Y our

14 lawyers know where they were that day.  You were somewhere

15 that day and you were here and so you heard of th ese same

16 things that all of us heard and after that you ma de a

17 conscious, deliberate decision to continue.  You could

18 have stopped at that point, may not have been eas y but you

19 could have stopped, but you didn't.

20 And by the way, I want to mention another thing

21 about your family.  And I am absolutely convinced  you have

22 the greatest love for your family.  But with all due

23 respect, I have to ask what kind of man comes to this

24 country as a sleeper agent for al-Qaeda, knowing what

25 al-Qaeda does and learning on September 11 what i t had
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 1 done, what sort of man brings his family to this place, a

 2 family, a young family, small children, where app arently

 3 they don't speak the language.  I don't understan d that,

 4 sir.  I don't understand how you made that choice  to do

 5 that because then it was not just your commitment  to

 6 jihad.  It was committing all of those that you l oved and

 7 I find that troubling.

 8 So I think that 9-11 was the defining moment for

 9 you, at least in terms of how I view this case, i n terms

10 of the seriousness of the conduct and other thing s.  I

11 think 9-11 -- not what happened in the training c amps, not

12 what happened when you were acting as a courier, not when

13 you came over here for some nefarious reason in 2 000.

14 9-11 was the defining moment for you because that 's when

15 you decided to remain part of a conspiracy when y ou could

16 only expect that you were going to be asked to ei ther

17 directly or indirectly harm American citizens.

18 So talking about the criminal history

19 category VI, I recognize that I have the discreti on to

20 depart downward from level VI to a lower level.  I choose

21 in the exercise of discretion not to because I do  not

22 believe that a level VI substantially overstates the

23 seriousness of your history or, for that matter, the

24 likelihood of recidivism.  And I'll talk about th at later.

25 I'm not going to repeat all of the things that I' ve
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 1 already said.  All of those are part of the expla nation

 2 for why I feel that this category VI is appropria te.

 3 The training, I might point out, the training

 4 that you received was all very consistent with yo ur

 5 mission here, at least it would have to have been

 6 explained to you that way I think, and that was t o inflict

 7 damage on the United States.  I would be the firs t one to

 8 say that I am not in any way well read concerning  the

 9 dynamics of al-Qaeda, but I think I could reasona bly

10 assume that not everyone who trains in training c amps or

11 did at that time develops the personal relationsh ip that

12 you did with Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and al-Hawsaw i.  And

13 of course at that time you knew about the embassy  bombings

14 in East Africa.  You knew about the USS Cole.

15 I do also think it's worthy of note that --

16 there have been different interpretations placed on this

17 concerning what was found on your computer.  Conc erning

18 the cyanide poison, that does not exist in isolat ion on

19 your computer.  It exists beside or on the same c omputer

20 with information about waterways and I believe da ms and

21 tunnels, things like that.  I don't believe it wo uld be an

22 unreasonable inference to conclude that that rese arch was

23 at least the beginning attempt to develop informa tion upon

24 which later decisions could be made concerning po ssible --

25 the use of some sort of weapon of mass destructio n.  Any
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 1 suggestion that you developed this cyanide inform ation for

 2 a cousin at home, in the context of this case I d on't

 3 believe that has any merit.

 4 So all of this means in my mind that this was

 5 extremely serious conduct and in that sense I do not

 6 believe that -- I don't believe that your crimina l

 7 history VI is substantially overstated.

 8 Concerning the likelihood for you to recidivate,

 9 that's a difficult analysis.  At the end of the d ay, in

10 spite of what you've said here today, and I belie ve that

11 you've spoken sincerely and from your heart, I be lieve

12 that the risk of recidivism is very high.  I hear d what

13 you said in your statement.  I don't really see t hat as a

14 repudiation of al-Qaeda.  I think it can be fairl y

15 characterized as you giving your word to me that you would

16 not go back to being involved with that organizat ion, but

17 I don't hear it as a repudiation of al-Qaeda or a

18 disavowal for others of jihad.  And whatever your  sentence

19 ends up being here today, I believe that when you  do go

20 home, and you will, I believe that there is a ver y strong

21 risk that you will renew old acquaintances and

22 associations in spite of the wonderful family tha t you

23 have.

24 Counsel has argued that significant punishment

25 in this case, and it was significant, that is det errence.
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 1 I certainly agree with him that that can be.  I d on't

 2 believe in your case that ultimately it will prov e to be

 3 so.

 4 We've heard here today that you have changed,

 5 that -- I mean, it's clear, not only from what yo u've

 6 written but your relationship during your court

 7 appearances and otherwise, it's clear that you ha ve

 8 developed a good friendship and affection for the  people

 9 on your defense team.  And that's no surprise bec ause

10 they're very nice people and they've gone way bey ond what

11 one would expect a lawyer to feel obligated to do  to plead

12 your case from Peoria all the way to Washington.

13 Your attorneys argue of course it's more than

14 that, that you have now seen the light because of  your

15 exposure with those good people.  But what troubl es me

16 about that is that that argument, I won't say

17 conveniently, but it avoids the reality that you didn't

18 drop here in Peoria out of a helicopter on Septem ber 10.

19 You had been in this country for eight years, fro m 1983 to

20 1991.  And I forget now the exact number of schoo ls you

21 attended.  I think Southern Illinois, maybe a uni versity

22 in Macomb, Knox College.

23 THE DEFENDANT:  Canton, Spoon River College.

24 THE COURT:  Okay.  And then Bradley University.

25 I can only assume, I think very strongly assume, that you
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 1 met an awful lot of nice Americans during that ti me, a lot

 2 of college professors, fellow students, people th at you

 3 may have lived around.  And I'm so certain of tha t

 4 because, first of all, these university environme nts that

 5 I'm talking about, including Peoria, contrary to some

 6 belief that someone like you would simply be prof iled and

 7 treated differently, in my experience that's not true,

 8 especially in university settings.  People go out  of their

 9 way to encourage folks coming from another place.   I know

10 that Bradley is like that.  Bradley has always be en that

11 way and I'm sure there were professors that went out of

12 their way to help you.  But the point I'm making is why

13 did you need this epiphany from the friends you'v e gained

14 on your defense team now or over the course of th eir

15 assistance?  You spent eight years here.  You kne w who we

16 were as a people.

17 Other judges -- it's been noted there have been

18 other judges who departed downward from category VI to

19 something lower.  I think one even was to a level  I.  I

20 respect their decisions.  I assume they made thos e

21 decisions based on the facts in their case and th eir

22 conscience in terms of what they felt, the right thing

23 that he or she felt was called for under their

24 circumstances.  But I don't believe there's anyth ing in

25 any of those findings that would compel me to com e to the
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 1 same conclusion, so I reject the idea of a reduct ion in

 2 your criminal history category.

 3 Concerning your confinement, I don't know if

 4 this case is unique.  There may be other cases th at I'm

 5 unaware of that would make it less than unique.  But it

 6 may be that the early part of your confinement fr om when

 7 you were a material witness and held in isolation  and,

 8 more severely, when you were held as an enemy com batant in

 9 South Carolina, that that -- there may be another  case

10 where that type of treatment while in confinement  existed.

11 I'm not aware of it.  I think this case is at lea st highly

12 unusual.  

13 There can't be any doubt that the treatment you

14 received at the Brig from the time you arrived th ere until

15 late 2004 when you were allowed to have lawyers f or the

16 first time was very severe and we've heard all th e reasons

17 why that characterization is correct.  I think th e bottom

18 line on most of it, the bottom line on the most s erious

19 part of it is the intense and ongoing isolation.

20 Definitely severe.  

21 And I do know that there were some things said

22 to you about your family.  And whether it was wha t is

23 reported by the government agents or whether it w as

24 reported by you, in my personal belief as a judge  in a

25 civilian court, those totally are unacceptable.
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 1 Threatening someone's family for what they've don e, that's

 2 not who we are.  Whether these methods of interro gation

 3 are fairly characterized as enhanced interrogatio n or

 4 something else frankly is irrelevant to me.  Ther e's no

 5 doubt that it was very severe.

 6 Certainly things got a lot better later on.  It

 7 sounds like by the time you left the Brig you had  a lot

 8 more going for you than almost anybody else in th e prison

 9 system in a lot of ways.  Not everybody.  Certain ly your

10 isolation from your family and things like that r emained

11 as a problem.

12 It's not certainly part of the explanation that,

13 well, this post 9-11 world.  It's true that immed iately

14 following that not only was there great mourning over the

15 people who died, but certainly great fear and con tinuing

16 concerns that there would be other things that wo uld

17 happen.  But in the context of a civil court, whi ch is

18 where this case ends, not a military tribunal, in  the

19 context of this court that period of time, especi ally from

20 the time your arrived at the Brig in '03 until la te in

21 '04, was very severe.

22 The Government has suggested in some ways that

23 this has already been taken into account in the p lea

24 agreement.  I'm sorry.  I still don't understand that.  As

25 I said earlier today, there were two counts.  The
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 1 Government has agreed to drop one count.  If they  hadn't

 2 and you had gone to trial on both counts and been

 3 convicted, I don't believe there is any way as a matter of

 4 conscience I could have sentenced you to a consec utive

 5 sentence under those circumstances.  And I'll tal k more

 6 about that in just a minute.

 7 Excuse me just a moment.  I did want to comment

 8 about one statement Mr. Savage made about being p eople

 9 being suspicious of you because of how you looked  or

10 dressed.  With all due respect, I don't believe t hat was

11 true here in Peoria.  I could be wrong.  But I've  lived

12 here for 40 years and there's a very large, for e xample,

13 Lebanese community here, I think a pretty large

14 Palestinian community here.  People in this area are very

15 used to having folks from the Middle East living here and

16 working here.  Then of course we've got Bradley U niversity

17 which has done a great deal to foster acceptance of people

18 from diverse backgrounds.  And frankly, the same thing I

19 think could be said for Caterpillar because of it s status

20 in the world and the fact that we have people com ing in

21 and out of here all the time to work.  I don't be lieve

22 that, based on my experience in this community, t hat that

23 happened.

24 Now there were some specific things that

25 happened.  Candidly, taking a taxi cab from O'Har e Airport
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 1 to Peoria is unusual.  You may not have made othe r

 2 arrangements to do that, but that would be highly  unusual.

 3 You had an incident in an electronic store that w as

 4 reported to the FBI, but that happened, I believe , because

 5 of the fact that you paid, if I understand it cor rectly,

 6 with a credit card and yet claimed to have no cre dit

 7 history and some of the information you put on th e

 8 agreement or the contract that you signed was dif ferent

 9 from some other information that you had provided .  In the

10 post 9-11 world, I can see how that would be susp icious.

11 And then when you were arrested by the police on the old

12 warrant and you, as I understand it, ultimately p osted

13 bond on that, I believe that you paid the bond ou t of a

14 large amount of cash that was in a briefcase, whi ch would

15 also be suspicious.

16 I want to talk very briefly about the 3553

17 factors.  Concerning the guidelines themselves, i t's

18 certainly correct that the guideline that applies  here is

19 the 180 because that's the statutory maximum.  I do think

20 it's interesting to note that the guidelines, whi ch

21 consider a number of different factors in determi ning

22 where the guideline range should be, consisting n ot only

23 of the relevant conduct in the offense but also a ll of the

24 background information, that in this situation, b ased on

25 the change that I made, was 292 to 360, which in fact was
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 1 substantially more than the 180.

 2 The nature and circumstances of the offense.

 3 I'm not going to go through all of those.  If any one who

 4 is interested in this wishes to spend the time, t he

 5 factual basis, a very detailed factual basis, is set out

 6 in the plea agreement.  That document is availabl e for

 7 anyone to copy and take with them.

 8 I do believe that at the time that you came to

 9 this country you had decided to commit yourself t o be a

10 sleeper agent for al-Qaeda and I can only assume that that

11 would mean anything that that involved, including , as I

12 understand it, the ultimate honor of death by mar tyrdom.

13 After 9-11 you opened up the e-mail accounts.

14 You enrolled at Bradley University, although I th ink it's

15 painfully clear that that was really only done as  a cover.

16 From what it says in the pre-sentence report, you  attended

17 virtually no classes, or very few classes I shoul d say,

18 and you were failing on whatever subjects you wer e taking

19 there at the time that you were arrested.

20 I do not believe that you were a lackey.

21 Someone used that word today.  I don't believe th at.  I

22 believe that would be not only an insult to your

23 intelligence -- and I believe you're a very intel ligent

24 person -- but I also think it would be an insult to the

25 commitment you made to al-Qaeda before you came h ere.  And
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 1 I'll say it for the last time.  In terms of the n ature and

 2 circumstances, all of this in my view became much  worse

 3 effective 9-11.

 4 Your personal characteristics.  There has been a

 5 lot of discussion about that.  We know that you c ame from

 6 a very respected family, one of several brothers,  very

 7 respected.  You do have another brother who at le ast for a

 8 period of time was considered an enemy combatant himself.

 9 There's no doubt that you have a very highly resp ected

10 family and your own children and wife are very go od

11 people.  And I guess that says something about yo u, too,

12 or you wouldn't have them.

13 We know you came here, spent eight years here,

14 ultimately got your bachelor's degree and went ba ck.

15 Responsible jobs after you went back.  As I said,  the

16 pre-sentence report ends without any real address ing of

17 when and where you became radicalized, but it's c lear that

18 you did.

19 I want to skip over reflects the seriousness of

20 the offense, promotes respect for law.  I'll come  back to

21 that.

22 In terms of an adequate deterrence to others, I

23 don't really think that's a particularly active f actor in

24 this case.  I think just about any sentence the C ourt

25 would impose would properly address that.  It's s uggested
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 1 here that the general deterrence is the fact that  you were

 2 removed from your family for eight years, put in Brig

 3 isolation.  I'm not sure how effective that is as  general

 4 deterrence.  I'm guessing that people, other peop le who

 5 become committed to al-Qaeda or some other terror ist

 6 organization, may often believe that they won't b e caught

 7 or, if they are caught, that it doesn't matter.

 8 To protect the public from further crimes by

 9 you.  Your lawyers have repeatedly, consistently,

10 aggressively and with great emotion argued that y our

11 chance of committing a new crime, new harm to the  United

12 States is extremely low.  With all due respect, I  don't

13 accept that.  I believe that the risk of your

14 reassociating with those who brought you here to begin

15 with, I believe that's high.  I believe that base d on

16 everything I've read and heard that you do not tr uly

17 regret what you did and I believe you would do it  again

18 after you go home.  Whether that is coming back h ere or

19 doing something else somewhere else remains to be  seen.

20 In terms of desperate sentences, there's been a

21 reference to some of those and I'm not going to d well on

22 them overly much, but I did want to touch on a co uple

23 of them.  Bear with me just a moment.

24 Yaser Hamdi, as I understand it, ultimately his

25 civil case was dismissed.  It was recorded that h e was
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 1 released and returned to Saudi Arabia.  No reason ing.

 2 There's a suggestion in the Government's argument  that it

 3 was because of his great remorse.  I don't know e xactly

 4 what that means.

 5 David Hicks was an Australian citizen trained in

 6 al-Qaeda camps.  He was captured on the battlefie ld in

 7 Afghanistan after affiliating with the Taliban un it.  He

 8 was detained at Guantanamo from January of '02 to  March of

 9 '07.  He ended up pleading guilty in front of a M ilitary

10 Commission to one count of material support, whic h is the

11 same type of thing you pled guilty to.  He was se ntenced

12 to seven years, but as I understand it only nine months of

13 that was served and the rest of it was suspended.   The

14 reasoning for that is not available and he return ed to

15 Australia 60 days after sentencing.

16 Jose Padilla was one of the other people held

17 there at that time.  He was an American citizen t rained in

18 al-Qaeda camps, sought to provide support to al-Q aeda.  He

19 was arrested as a material witness in May of 2000  for

20 suspicion of plotting a dirty bomb attack.  He wa s

21 declared an enemy combatant, transferred to the B rig in

22 June of 2002, which is before you got there.  He was held

23 there until November of '05 when he was transferr ed to a

24 Miami jail, charged with a conspiracy to murder, kidnap,

25 maim and a conspiracy to provide material support  to
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 1 terrorism.  As I understand it, he received 208 m onths on

 2 Count 1, 60 months on Count 2 and 180 months on C ount 3 to

 3 run concurrently and, as I understand it, that ca se is on

 4 appeal.

 5 Warsame, Mohamed Warsame, has been referred to.

 6 He was a Canadian citizen, attended two al-Qaeda camps,

 7 including lectures by Osama Bin Laden, received f unds to

 8 return to Toronto.  He solicited an equivalent am ount of

 9 funds to send back to Pakistan.  He entered the U .S. as a

10 resident alien in August of 2001, maintained

11 communications with al-Qaeda associates.  He was held in

12 Minnesota corrections for 5.5 years prior to tria l and he

13 pled guilty to the same exact count that you did.   In that

14 case the judge imposed a sentence of 92 months wi th full

15 credit for 68 months spent in pre-trial detention  and that

16 credit was given, the explanation was, because hi s

17 confinement was significantly more onerous than t he

18 conditions faced by the ordinary pre-trial detain ee and

19 found the terrorism enhancement overstated his cr iminal

20 history category and there was never any link to any

21 specific terrorist plan or plot.  

22 I could go on, but I think that each of these

23 cases is instructive.  As I said earlier, every o ne of

24 those judges had to make their own decisions base d on

25 their assessment of the facts and the various sen tencing
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 1 factors.

 2 Lastly, I want to talk about the sentence should

 3 reflect the seriousness of the offense, promote r espect

 4 for law, provide just punishment.  Mr. Lustberg i s

 5 correct.  Usually this part about just punishment , that's

 6 usually, when it is invoked in any detailed way, it's

 7 invoked because of a judge's belief that there is  a call

 8 for a very serious sentence.  

 9 I take very seriously this mandate of providing

10 a just punishment.  That in effect is a very pers onal

11 decision.  It's my decision and the weight of tha t

12 decision remains with me after you leave, just as  it does

13 almost every Friday when I sentence other people.   I see

14 this as a terribly serious responsibility.  There  may be

15 some appeals that are filed yet that are still al lowed by

16 the plea agreement, but in all other respects thi s case

17 ends here in this courtroom today, which I would point out

18 is a civilian court.

19 You were held from December 12 of 2001 to today,

20 in my opinion, substantially for the same conduct  that was

21 charged in the indictment.  And as a matter of co nscience

22 for me and I think as a proper reflection of the facts and

23 the law, I think a just sentence must reflect tha t

24 71 months that you were held.  I say 71 months.  As I

25 understand it -- and I didn't bring that sheet ou t with
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 1 me.  But as I understand it, there's 71 months th at you

 2 have been held -- am I correct, Mary?  Is it 71 m onths?

 3 71 months that you have been held that the Bureau  of

 4 Prisons is not going to give you credit for becau se it was

 5 a period of time when you were a material witness  or a

 6 period of time from the day that you left here in  June of

 7 2003 until the day you were indicted earlier this  year.  I

 8 believe that in order for this sentence to reflec t respect

 9 for law and be a just punishment that I should re duce your

10 sentence by that 71 months.

11 The remainder -- there is other time for which

12 you will be given credit by the Bureau of Prisons  and I'm

13 not going to reduce the sentence in that respect.   I will

14 leave them to do their duty under the law.  I hav e no

15 reason to doubt that they will not do their duty.   And we

16 did check with them and they seemed very clear ab out the

17 exact amounts that you will receive or not receiv e.

18 The last thing that I need to discuss is the

19 conditions of confinement.  I've already indicate d that

20 some of them were, if not unique, highly unusual.

21 Especially the period of time from June of '03 un til the

22 late fall of '04 was extremely severe in terms of

23 isolation and other things and I do believe that some

24 adjustment for that is appropriate.  But I will t ell you

25 that it's not going to be dramatic and the reason  that it
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 1 isn't is because I have to weigh against that the  other

 2 factors that I've talked about with some serious focus on

 3 the fact that I believe that you still present a very

 4 dangerous risk of future harm.  So I am going to be making

 5 an adjustment on your sentence of an additional 9  months.  

 6 If my math is correct, what that means then is

 7 that I'm going to be imposing a sentence of 100 m onths.

 8 There are some other periods of time that will co me off of

 9 that, but -- there is nothing that has inevitably  drawn me

10 to these exact numbers.  In spite of everything, there is

11 a certain amount of arbitrariness involved.

12 I think most judges, certainly the judges that

13 I've known over the years, make every effort to g ive the

14 sentence that they believe is correct.  At the en d of the

15 day I think we are defined as a people by how we deal with

16 difficult and unpopular legal issues and that's e specially

17 true in this context.  There is a war on terror.  It

18 exists.  It existed -- I guess it didn't get the full

19 attention of the American public until 9-11, but we know

20 that it's ongoing both here and in other places a nd there

21 are many, many Americans in harm's way as I speak  and that

22 creates a very complicated situation for this typ e of

23 case.  But I can only say as long as cases like t his are

24 processed in the civilian courts, the types of

25 considerations that we've been struggling with he re the
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 1 last two days, those struggles will continue beca use there

 2 are very few bright line answers involved.

 3 I recall a couple of years ago I had the great

 4 honor of going to China for the State Department to talk

 5 to a number of different universities and law sch ools over

 6 there about the American legal system and the Chi nese

 7 students were extremely active in their questioni ng and

 8 although they were respectful, they didn't take a ny of my

 9 comments at face value so we talked a lot about t he Bill

10 of Rights and other things.  And of course I was hit with

11 a lot of the things that were going on at that ti me about

12 the Patriot Act and this and that, cases like you rs,

13 whatever, and they demanded explanations for a lo t of that

14 and I told them I thought candidly that I couldn' t give

15 them all the answers at that time.  I said we are

16 struggling with these things and we will continue  to

17 struggle with them and it may take years before w e've

18 settled on the answers that we feel comfortable w ith as a

19 people, but I said I am certain of the fact that that will

20 happen because the commitment to the rule of law in this

21 country is not dead.  It's not represented by one  side or

22 the other.  It's not only represented by defense lawyers.

23 It's every bit as much embodied by the prosecutor s.  In

24 any event, I am now ready to impose sentence.

25 Pursuant to the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984,
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 1 the defendant is hereby committed to the custody of the

 2 Bureau of Prisons for a period of 100 months.  An d that

 3 sentence reflects a reduction by the Court of 71 months,

 4 which is my understanding of the period of time w hen you

 5 were in custody beginning on December 12 of 2001 until the

 6 time that you were -- I'm sorry -- the time that' s not

 7 going to be given credit by the Bureau of Prisons .  So

 8 it's the time that you were a material witness.  It's the

 9 time that you were in the Brig in South Carolina.   It also

10 reflects a reduction of 9 months for the harsh co nditions

11 of confinement for part of the period of time tha t you

12 were being held and most specifically the first p art of

13 the time that you were being held as an enemy com batant.

14 The Court finds that you do not have the ability

15 to pay a fine and no fine is imposed.

16 Following your release from custody you shall

17 serve a 3-year term of supervised release.  Withi n 72

18 hours of your release from custody you shall repo rt in

19 person to the probation office in the district to  which

20 you are released.

21 The Court finds that you do not present the

22 likelihood of future substance abuse and waives t he

23 mandatory drug testing requirement.

24 While on supervision you shall not commit

25 another federal, state or local crime.
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 1 You shall not possess a controlled substance.

 2 You shall cooperate in the collection of DNA as

 3 directed by the probation office or the Bureau of  Prisons.

 4 In addition to the standard conditions of

 5 supervision, you shall comply with the following special

 6 conditions.

 7 Number one:  You shall not reenter the United

 8 States illegally during the time of supervision.

 9 Number two:  If for any reason you are released

10 in this country during the time of your supervisi on, you

11 must immediately report to the U.S. Probation Off ice in

12 this building or if released by immigration offic ials

13 somewhere else or if you return to the United Sta tes for

14 any reason you will immediately report to the nea rest

15 federal probation office.

16 Number three:  You shall not own, purchase or

17 possess a firearm, ammunition or other dangerous weapon.

18 A special assessment of $100 is imposed and

19 payable immediately.

20 Does the defense have any recommendations for me

21 to make to the Bureau of Prisons?

22 MR. LUSTBERG:  Your Honor, we have been in touch

23 with the Bureau of Prisons and we believe they ar e going

24 through a pretty careful deliberative process wit h respect

25 to that and so we will -- in fact, I wouldn't be surprised
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 1 if decisions have already been made, so we will r efrain

 2 from requesting them of the Court.

 3 THE COURT:  Does the Government have a motion to

 4 make regarding Count 2?

 5 MS. BALTES:  Yes, Your Honor.  The Government

 6 moves to dismiss Count 2 of the indictment.

 7 THE COURT:  That motion is granted.  Count 2 is

 8 dismissed with prejudice.

 9 Now at the time of your plea agreement, you told

10 me that because of the terms of your plea agreeme nt in

11 some respects, not all, you were giving up the ri ght to

12 file an appeal following your sentence.  Nonethel ess, to

13 the extent to which you feel you have any appeal rights

14 that survive that waiver and it is your wish to a ppeal, I

15 instruct you that any notice of appeal must be fi led with

16 the Clerk of the Court within ten days of today's  date.

17 As your -- your attorneys standing beside you hav e an

18 absolute responsibility to file that notice for y ou if

19 that is your wish.  Do you understand?

20 MR. AL-MARRI:  Yes.

21 THE COURT:  All right.  Good luck.

22 MR. LUSTBERG:  Your Honor, just one matter.  We

23 have been asked to withdraw the exhibit that is t he

24 blanket as the Court doesn't have any particular place to

25 put it, so we'll take that back.
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 1 THE COURT:  Do you have any objection to that?

 2 MS. BALTES:  No.  I believe the Brig wants it

 3 back.

 4 THE COURT:  Okay.  That's granted.

 5  

 6 * * * EXCERPT CONCLUDED * * *  
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